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A. INTRODUCTION
1.

This report (the “Fourteenth Report”) is filed by Boale, Wood & Company Ltd.
(“BWC”) in its capacity as monitor (the “Monitor”) appointed in a proceeding
commenced on November 8, 2017 by All Canadian Investment Corporation (the
“Petitioner”) pursuant to the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C.
1985, C.-36, as amended (the “CCAA Proceedings”).

2.

The purpose of the Fourteenth Report is to provide the Court with:

a) an update on Court applications and Orders granted;

b) an update on the Petitioner’s orderly wind-down of the business; and

c) the Monitor’s conclusions and recommendation.
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B. DISCLAIMER AND TERMS OF REFERENCE
3.

Except as specified, in preparing this report the Monitor has obtained and relied
upon unaudited, draft and/or internal information which Management advises has
been compiled from the Petitioner’s books and records.

Where available, the

Monitor has reviewed external records and documentation including post-filing
banking records, corporate searches and financial statements.

4.

Except as otherwise described in this report:

a) the Monitor has not audited, reviewed or otherwise attempted to verify
the accuracy or completeness of the information which has been
provided in a manner that would wholly or partially comply with
Generally Accepted Assurance Standards pursuant to the Chartered
Professional Accountant Canada Handbook; and

b) the Monitor has not conducted an examination or review of any
financial forecast and projections in a manner that would comply with
the procedures described in the Chartered Professional Accountant
Canada Handbook.

5.

This Report has been prepared solely for the purpose described and readers are
cautioned that it may not be appropriate for other purposes.
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C. COURT APPLICATIONS AND ORDERS GRANTED
6.

The Petitioner made application to extend the stay of proceedings on April 24,
2019. Upon hearing the Petitioner’s application, the Honourable Mr. Justice
Walker ordered an extension of the stay of proceedings until October 1, 2020.
A copy of this Order is attached hereto as Appendix A.

7.

The Petitioner’s application for directions on how the Preferred Shareholders’
claims against ACIC should be treated in the Petitioner’s Plan of Arrangement (the
“Preferred Shareholder Hearing”) commenced on June 18, 2019.

At the

conclusion of the 2Vi day hearing the Honourable Mr. Justice Walker reserved
His decision.

It is anticipated that the Honourable Mr. Justice Walker’s

decision will be rendered prior to the next scheduled hearing in these
proceedings, which is currently scheduled for Friday, September 27, 2019.

8.

The Petitioner has filed a Notice of Application set for Thursday,
August 1, 2019 in which it will be seeking an order approving a sale of the Lee
Road Property.

9.

10.

11.

That sale is supported by the Monitor as described below.

A copy of the Offer is attached to this Report as Appendix B.

The Notice of Application and supporting Affidavits (Affidavit #1 of C. Cochrane
and Affidavit #1 of D. Milligan) are posted on the Monitor’s website.
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D. PETITIONER’S ORDERLY WIND-DOWN OF THE BUSINESS

Real Property Update
12.

Since the Monitor’s twelfth report dated April 24, 2019 the Petitioner has
continued its efforts to sell real properties and realize on its loan portfolio.

13.

The efforts of the Petitioner have resulted in the following completed sales:

Beta Property
•

The sale of the retail component of the Beta property for $2,200,000
completed on June 28, 2019. The net sale proceeds were used firstly to
payout Blueshore Financial Credit Union, the first priority mortgagee and
secondly to significantly paydown Bancorp Financial Services Inc., the
second priority mortgagee.

1406 -188 Agnes Street Property
•

The sale of 1406 - 188 Agnes Street, New Westminster completed on
May 23, 2019. The net sale proceeds of $399,656.36 were paid into Court
pending determination of the priority of outstanding GST debt of the
borrower of approximately $2,200,000. The total funds paid into Court to
date from the sale of Agnes Street properties are $816,906.16.

Lee Road Property
14.

The efforts of the Petitioner have resulted in a purchase and sale agreement being
entered into for Lot 137 Lee Road, Garden Bay (the “Lee Road Property”) in the
amount of $76,000 plus GST. A copy of the purchase and sale agreement is
attached as Appendix B to this report. This vacant parcel of land has been listed
for sale on the Multiple Listing Service since August 2016. The list price was
$99,000 until January of this year, when the list price was reduced to $89,000. The
Monitor has spoken to the listing agent on several occasions and is aware of the
5

efforts made to sell the Lee Road Property as outlined in the materials filed by the
Petitioner in support of its application to have the sale approved. The Monitor is
satisfied that the Lee Road Property has been properly exposed to the market and
that the sale price negotiated represents fair market value and, therefore, supports
the application being made by the Petitioner to have the sale approved.

Pender Island - Lot 4
15.

Lot 4 on Pender Island has been listed for sale on the Multiple Listing Service with
David Milligan since May 2018. The list price was $799,000 until December 2018
when the list price was reduced to $749,000.

There has been interest in the

property but no offers have been received.

Pender Island - Lot 6
16. Lot 6 on Pender Island has been listed for sale on the Multiple Listing Service with
David Milligan since February of this year. The list price was $1,149,000 until
July when the list price was reduced to $999,000. There has been interest in the
property but no offers have been received.

1703 -188 Agnes Street Property, New Westminster (“1703 -188 Agnes”)
17.

The efforts of the Petitioner have resulted in a purchase and sale agreement being
entered into for 1703 - 188 Agnes in the amount of $600,038 plus GST. A copy of
the Offer is attached as Appendix C hereto. The subjects are expected to be
removed on July 30, 2019. This property has been listed for sale on the Multiple
Listing Service since May 2018. The property was initially listed by Anna Hong
Guo for $801,000 plus GST. The list price was reduced to $729,000 plus GST in
October 2018 and then further reduced to $698,000 plus GST in November 2018.
In January 2019, when Anna Hong Guo’s listing expired, the property was listed
for sale with Ryan Eagleton at a list price of $649,000 plus GST. The list price
was dropped to $610,000 plus GST in May 2019. The Monitor has spoken to the
listing agent on several occasions and is aware of the efforts made to sell the
property. The Monitor is satisfied that the property has been properly exposed to
6

the market and that the sale price negotiated represents fair market value and,
therefore, will support an application being made by the Petitioner to have the sale
approved assuming subjects are removed.

1801 -188 Agnes Street Property
18.

1801 - 188 Agnes Street, New Westminster has been listed for sale on the Multiple
Listing Service since May 2018. The property was initially listed by Anna Hong
Guo for $1,049,000 plus GST. The list price was reduced to $998,888 plus GST in
July 2018, further reduced to $968,888 plus GST in October 2018 and further
reduced to $938,000 in November 2018. In January 2019, when Anna Hong Guo’s
listing expired, the property was listed for sale with Ryan Eagleton at a list price of
$875,000 plus GST. The list price was dropped to $799,000 plus GST in May
2019. There has been one offer received for this property however the purchaser
failed to remove subjects.

Altezza Property
19.

4704 and 4712 Hastings Street (the “Altezza Property”) have been listed for sale
with Cushman & Wakefield for $4,400,000 since January 8th, 2019. A brief letter
report from the listing agents is attached hereto as Appendix D to this report. The
listing agents are recommending that the list price for the Altezza Property be
reduced to $3,900,000 based on their analysis of recent sales of similar properties.
Based on the analysis done by the agents, the fact that no offers have been received
and the recent decline in the real estate market, the Monitor agrees that the list
price should be reduced to $3,900,000 when the current listing period expires at
the end of July 2019.

Sperling Property
20.

The Monitor requested an update from Cushman & Wakefield with respect to the
listing of the Sperling property which is attached hereto as Appendix E to this
report. Cushman & Wakefield’s Executive Summary estimates the current price
(before rezoning) that a speculative purchaser may be willing to pay to be between
$6.5 and $7.5 million. After rezoning the value of the property is estimated to be
7

between $7.7 and $10 million. Cushman & Wakefield’s recommendation is that
the listing of the property should be deferred until the City of Burnaby Lochdale
Plan is finalized or at least until the policy framework is known, which could
happen in the next 6 months. Given the significantly higher value that could be
realized if the property is rezoned, the Monitor agrees that the listing of the
property should be deferred until there is more certainty regarding the potential
rezoning of the property.
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E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
21.

The Monitor is satisfied that the Petitioner is continuing to make progress with
respect to the sale of its assets.

22.

The Monitor agrees that the list price of the Altezza Property should be reduced
from $4,400,000 to $3,900,000 and that the listing of the Sperling property should
be deferred until there is more certainty with respect to the potential rezoning of
the property.

23.

The Monitor is satisfied that both the Lee Road and the 1703 - 188 Agnes
properties have been adequately marketed and that the sale price for these
properties represents fair market value.

24.

The Monitor supports the application to Court by the Petitioner to approve the sale
of Lee Road and the sale of 1703 - 188 Agnes on the terms and conditions of the
offers attached to this report.

DATED at the City of Vancouver, British Columbia, this 30th day of July, 2019.
Boale Wood and Company Ltd.
Monitor Appointed in the Companies’
Credito
edings of
All Can
ition

Per: J

k, CA, CIRP
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APPENDIX A
Order of Honourable Mr. Justice Walker
dated April 26,2019

'

No. S-1710393
Vancouver Registry

court

' COLUMBIA
A'ER is EG!STRY

APR l 6 2019

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

THE MA" TER OF THE COMPANIES’ CREDITORS ARRANGEMENT ACT.
________ I
R.S.C. 1985, C. C-36, AS AMENDED
AND
IN THE MATTER OF THE BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT,
S.B.C. 2002, C.57, AS AMENDED
AND
IN THE MATTER OF THE CANADA BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT, R.S.C. 1985,
C. C-44, AS AMENDED
AND
IN THE MATTER OF A PLAN OF COMPROMISE AND ARRANGEMENT OF
ALL CANADIAN INVESTMENT CORPORATION
ORDER MADE AFTER APPLICATION
BEFORE THE HONOURABLE
MR. JUSTICE WALKER

)
)

FRIDAY, THE 26™ DAY
OF APRIL, 2019

)

ON THE APPLICATION of the Petitioner coming on for hearing at Vancouver, British
Columbia, on the 26th day of April, 2019; AND ON HEARING Jeremy D. West, counsel
for the Petitioner, Douglas B. Hyndman, counsel for the Monitor, Boale, Wood &
Company Ltd., John D. Whyte, the Representative Counsel for the Redeeming
Shareholders, and Mark R. Davies, the Representative Counsel for the Non-Redeeming
Shareholders of the Petitioner, as more particularly described in the British Columbia
Supreme Court Order pronounced on April 5, 2019 in these proceedings; AND UPON
READING the materials filed; AND pursuant to the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement
Act, R.S.C. 1985 c. C-36 as amended (the “CCAA”), the British Columbia Supreme
Court Civil Rules and the inherent jurisdiction of this Honourable Court:
THIS COURT ORDERS that:
1.

The time for service of this Notice of Application and the materials herein is
abridged such that the application is properly returnable on Friday, April 26,
2019.

2.

Service hereof upon any interested party other than those parties on the service
list maintained by the Petitioner and the Monitor is hereby dispensed with.

00591922
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3.

The stay of proceedings provided for in the order pronounced by this Honourable
Court on January 23, 2019 is hereby extended to October 1, 2019;

4.

The proceedings are adjourned to September 27, 2019;

5.

The hearing of the Petitioner’s Notice of Application dated January 25, 2019, is
reset for a three (3) day hearing commencing June 18, 2019;

6.

the Representative Counsel’s Charge granted by Order pronounced March 26,
2019 in favour of lakes, Whyte LLP is increased by the sum of $3,600 to a total
amount of $76,996;

7.

Richards Buell Sutton LLP, previously defined in the Order pronounced April 5,
2018 as the Non-Redeeming Shareholder Counsel, is granted a charge of $35,608
over the property of the Petitioner in respect of its anticipated fees, disbursements,
and taxes thereon incurred as a result of performing the services described in the
budget attached hereto as Schedule “A" (the “Non-Redeeming Shareholder
Counsel Charge”);

8.

The Non-Redeeming Shareholder Counsel Charge ranks in priority over the
claims by all creditors and other charges, except for claims by creditors that are
known as of the date of the order pronounced March 26, 2019. For clarity, the
Non-Redeeming Shareholder Counsel Charge shall be subordinate to the
Administration Charge, the Interim Lender’s Charge, the Directors Charge, and
any other obligation of the Petitioner set out in the Order of this court pronounced
on November 10, 2017;

9.

The Honourable Mr. Justice Walker is seized of the following related proceedings
filed in the Vancouver Registry of the Supreme Court of British Columbia;
a. VLC S-H-180143; and
b. VLC S-S-184595;

00591922

FORM 35 (RULES 8-4 (1), 13-1 (3) AND 17-1 (2))
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10.

The approval of counsel as to form listed as Schedule “B” hereto, except for
counsel for the Petitioner, is hereby dispensed with.

THE FOLLOW
CONSENT TOJEA*
AS BEING BY CO:

PARTIES APPROVE THE FORM OF THIS ORDER AND
OB/THE ORDERS, IF ANY, THAT ARE INDICATED ABOVE

Signature of Jeremy D. West
Solicitor for the Petitioner

By the Court.

Registrar

00591922

FORM 35 (RULES 8-4 (l), 13-1 (3) AND 17-l (2))
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Richards Buell Sutton LLP Fee Estimate as Representative Council in All Canadian
investment Corporation CCAA Proceeding

Initial Stages
Initial review of CCAA
pleadings and
materials to become
acquainted with
preferred
shareholders issues
and attend hearings
for administrative and
preliminary matters
on April 15, 2019 and
April 26. 2019.
Research and
Preparation
Research preferred
shareholders issues
including review of
statutory material and
case law and prepare
Response on behalf
of “non-redeeming”
preferred
shareholders
Creditor/Equity
application
Preparation for
application to
determine status of
preferred
shareholders
Attendance at 3 Day
hearing for
application to
determine status of
preferred
shareholders
Pre-tax total.
Taxes on legal fees

7916173.1

MRD
$425/hour

RAV
$200/hour

$ Amount

9

4

4.62S

15

20

10,375

28

20

15,^00

10

20

18

30.900
3.708

2-

-

Total for legal Fees

34.608

Disbursements
{estimate}

1.000

Net Total

7016173.1

$35,608

Schedule “B” - List of Counsel Appearing
Jeremy D. West

The Petitioner

Douglas B. Hyndman

The Monitor

John D. Whyte

Redeeming Shareholder Counsel

Mark R. Davies

Non-Redeeming Shareholder Counsel

00591922

FORM 35 (RULES 8-4 (1), 13-1 (3) AND 17-1 (2))

APPENDIX B
Lee Road Property
Purchase and Sale Agreement

WUWBtfflHBrl'tot

CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE
INFORMATION ABOUT THIS CONTRACT
'HIS INFORMATION IS INCLUDED FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF THE PARTIES ONLY. IT DOES NOT FORM PART OF THE CONTRACT AND SHOULD NOT
EFFECT THE PROPER INTERPRETATION OF ANY OF ITS TERMS.
CONTRACT: This document, whan signed by both parties, is a legally binding contract. READ IT CAREFULLY. The parties should ensure that everything that i
agreed to is In writing.
!.

DEPOSIT(S): Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act requires that money held by a brokerage In respect of a real estate transaction for which there Is a
agreement between the parties for the acquisition and disposition of the real estate be held by the brokerage as a stakeholder, The money is held for the real estat
transaction and not on behalf of one of the parties. If a party does not remove a subject clause, the brokerage requires the written agreement of both parties in orde
to release the deposit. If both parties do not sign the agreement to release the deposit, then the parties will have to apply to court for a determination of the depos
issue.

I.

COMPLETION: (Section 4) Unless the parties are prepared to actually meet at the Land Title Office and exchange Htie documents for the Purchase Price, it Is, i
every case, advisable for the completion of the sale to take place in the following sequence:
(a)

The Buyer pays the Purchase Price or down payment in trust to the Buyer’s Lawyer or Notary (who should advise the Buyer of the exact amount requirec
several days before the Completion Date and the Buyer signs the documents.

(b) The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary prepares the documents and forwards them for signature to the Seller's Lawyer or Notary who returns the documents to th
Buyer's Lawyer or Notary.
(c)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary then attends to the deposit of the signed title documents (and any mortgages) in the appropriate Land Title OffiCB.

(d) The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary releases the sale proceeds at the Buyer's Lawyer's or Notary's office.
Since the Seller is entitled to the Seller's proceeds on the Completion Date, and since the sequence described above lakes a day or more, it is strongl
recommended that the Buyer deposits the money and the signed documents AT LEAST TWO DAYS before the Completion Date, or at the request of th
Conveyancer, and that the Seller delivers the signed transfer documents no later than the morning of the day before the Completion Date.
While it is possible to have a Saturday Completion Date using the Land Title Office’s Electronic Filing System, parties are strongly encouraged NOT to schedul
a Saturday Completion Date as It will restrict their access to fewer lawyers or notaries who operate on Saturdays; lenders will generally not fund new mortgage
on Saturdays; landers with existing mortgages may not accept payouts on Saturdays; and other offices necessary as part of the closing process may not be oper
POSSESSION: (Section 5) the Buyer should make arrangements through the real estate licensees for obtaining possassion. The Seller will not generally le
the Buyer move in before the Seller has actually received the sale proceeds. Where residential tenants are involved, Buyers and Sellers should consult th
Residential Tenancy Act.
TITLE: (Section 9) It is up to the Buyer to satisfy the Buyer on matters of zoning or building or use restrictions, toxic or environmental hazards, encroachment
on or by the Property and any encumbrances which are staying on title before becoming legally bound. It Is up to the Seller to specify in the Contract ff there ar
any encumbrances, other than those listed in Section 9, which are staying on title before becoming legally bound, If you as the Buyer are taking out a mortgage
make sure that title, zoning and building restrictions are all acceptable to your mortgage company. In certain circumstances, the mortgage company coul
refuse to advance funds. If you as the seller are allowing the Buyer to assume your mortgage, you may still be responsible for payment of the mortgage, unles
arrangements are made with your mortgage company.
CUSTOMARY COSTS: (Section 15) In particular circumstances there may be additional costs, but the following costs are applicable In most circumstances:
Costs to be Borne by the Seller
Lawyer or Notary Fees and Expenses:
- attending to execution documents.
Costs of clearing title, Including:- Investigating title,
- discharge fees charged by
f~i
encumbrance holders,
„~
- prepayment penalties,
JJJi
Real Estate Commission (plus GST).
Goods and Services Tax (If applicable).

Costs to be Borne by the Buyer
Lawyer or Notary Fees and Expenses:
- appraisal (If applicable)
- searching title,
- Land Title Registration fees,
Fire Insurance Premium.
- drafting documents.
Sales Tax (if applicable).
U
Land Title Registration fees.
Survey Certificate (if required).
Property Transfer Tax,
Costs of Mortgage, including:
Goods and Services Tax (if applicable).
- mortgage company's Lawyer/Notary.

In addilion to the above costs there maybe financial adjustment between the Seller and the Buyer pursuant to Section 8 and additional taxes payable
by one or more of the parties In respect of the Property or the transaction contemplated hereby (eg, empty home tax and speculation tax).
'.

CLOSING MATTERS: The closing documents referred to in Sections 11, 11Aand 11B of this Contract will, in most cases, be prepared by the Buyer's Lawye
or Notary and provided to the Seller's Lawyer or Notary for review and approval. Once settled, the lawyers/notaries will arrange for execution by the parties an
delivery an or prior to the Completion Date. The matters addressed in the closing documents referred to in Sections 11A and 11B will assist the lawyers/notarie
as they finalize and attend to various closing matters arising in connection with the purchase and sale contemplated by this Contract.

I.

RISK: (Section 16) The Buyer should arrange for insurance to be effective as of 12:01 am the Completion Date.

I.

FORM OF CONTRACT: This Contract of Purchase and Sale Is designed primarily for the purchase and sale of freehold residences. If your transaction Involves
a house or other building under construction, a lease, a business, an assignment, other special circumstances (including the acquisition of lard situated on a Firs
Nations reserve)
Additional provisions, not contained in this form, may be needed, and professional advice should be obtained. A Property Disclosure Statement completed by tb
Sailer may be available.

0. REALTOR* Code, Article 11: A REALTOR* shall not buy or sell, or attempt to buy or sell an interest in property either directly or indirectly for himself or hersel
any member of his or her Immediate Family, or any entity in which the REALTOR* has a financial InteresL without making the REALTOR®^ position known t
the buyer or seller in writing. Real Estate Council Rules 5-9: If a licensee acquires, directly or Indirectly, or disposes of real estate, or If the licensee assists a
associate In acquiring, directly or Indirectly, or disposing of real estate, the licensee must make a disclosure in writing to the opposite party before entering int
any agreement for the acquisition or disposition of the real estate.
1. RESIDENCY: When completing their residency and citizenship status, the Buyer and the Seller should confirm their residency and citizenship status and the ta
Implications thereof with their Lawyer/Accountant
2. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: (Section 21) all Designated Agents/UcenseeB with wham the Seller or the Buyer has an agency relationship should be listed,
additional space is required, list the additional Designated Agents/Licensees on an addendum to the Contract of Purchase and Sale.

i
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REALESIATE BOARD

CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE
BROKERAGE; Royal LePage Sussex_________________________________________ DATE: June 19. 2019
ADDRESS: 12874 Madeira Park Road

Madeira Park

PC: VON 2HQ

PHONE: (6041 883-9525

PREPARED BY; Dave Milligan___________________._______MLS® NO: R2102984

_________________

SELLER: All Canadian Investment Corporation

BUYER: Konstantin Vassev

SELLER:
ADDRESS: Lot 137 LEE ROAD

BUYER:
ADDRESS: 608 Ginger Drive

Garden Bay

New Westminster

PC: VON 1 SI

PC: V3L 5L1

PHONE:
OCCUPATION:

PHONE:

PROPERTY:
Lot 137 LEE ROAD
UNIT NO.

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY

Madeira Park

_

_

_

VON 2H0

CITY/TOWN/MUNICIPALITY

026-169-436
PID

POSTAL CODE

_

________ _

OTHER PID(S)

______

LEGAL DESCRIPTION ~~

'

...

.....

"

'......... .

~ ”

' ~

’ ~~.............. "

The Buyer agrees to purchase the Property from the Seller on the following terms and subject to the following conditions:
1.

—

PURCHASE PRICE: The purchase njjce n] the Property will be
Six
Seventy-Four Thousand m
m

_

3iV

ws

DOLLARS S 244Q&QQ $76,000.00

(Purchase Price)

2. DEPOSIT: A deposit of $ 4,000,00
which will form part of the Purchase Price, will be paid within 24 hours of
acceptance unless agreed as follows: Upon final subject removal by way of bank draft

All monies paid pursuant to this section (Deposit) will be paid in accordance with section 10 or by uncertified cheque
except as otherwise set out in this section 2 and will be delivered in trust to Royal Lepage Sussex__________
__________________________________________ and held in trust in accordance with the provisions of the Reel
Estate Services Act. In the event the Buyer fails to pay the Deposit as required by this Contract, the Seller may, at the
Seller's option, terminate this Contract. The party who receives the Deposit is authorized to pay all or any portion of the
Deposit to the Buyer’s or Seller's conveyancer (the “Conveyancer") without further written direction of the Buyer or Seller,
provided that: (a) the Conveyancer is a Lawyer or Notary; (b) such money is to be held in trust by the Conveyancer as
stakeholder pursuant to the provisions of the Real Estate Services Act pending the completion of the transaction and not on
behalf of any of the principals to the transaction; and (c) if the sale does not complete, the money should be returned to such
party as stakeholder or paid into Court.

XV

m
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Lot 137 LEE ROAD

Madeira Park

VON 2H0
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PROPERTY ADDRESS

3.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The purchase and sale of the Property includes the following terms and Is subject to the
following conditions:
Subject to the Buyer arranging suitable financing on or before July 5, 2019. This condition is for the sole
benefit of the Buyer.
Subject to the Buyer, on or before July 5, 2019 searching and approving title to the property against the presence
of any charge or other feature, whether registered or not, that reasonably may affect the property's use or value. This
condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.
Subject to the Buyer on or before July 5,2019 approving the Property Disclosure Statement with respect to
information that reasonably may adversely affect the use or value of the property. If approved such statement will
be incorporated into and form part of this contract. This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.
Subject to the Buyer on or before July 5, 2019 contacting for and being satisfied with cost associated with prepping
the lot for building with a machine operator. This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.

The Buyer warrants to act reasonably and to use their best efforts to satisfy and remove the above subjects from this
contract.
The Parties agree that reproduction of signatures and initials by telecommunications will be treated as originals.

Prior to the execution of this Contract, the Buyer has been advised of the following:
1. The Buyer is aware there is GST due by the Buyer at closing on this transaction.
2. Buyer must independently verify data pertaining to square footage, room sizes, lot size and lot boundaries. While
said data is presumed to be correct, the selling agent makes no representations as to its accuracy.
3. Property Transfer Tax totalling 1% of the first $200,000,2% of the balance of the purchase price is payable at the
time of Completion unless the Buyer qualifies for an exemption.
4. All non-financia! charges contained on the title will remain on title after closing.

Subject to Court Approval of this offer, on or before August 2,2019. This subject is for the sole benefit of the Seller.

Each condition, if so indicated is for the sole benefit of the party indicated. Unless each condition is waived or declared fulfilled
by written notice given by the benefiting party to the other party on or before the date specified for each condition, this Contract
will be terminated thereupon and the Deposit returnable in accordance with the Real Estate Services Act.
SfCV
"
2057 fK.

INIT ALS

COPYRIGHT - BC REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION AND CANADIAN BAR ASSOCIATION (BC BRANCH)
uwisf------ <ir» r.Lnnin

Lot 137 LEE ROAD

Madeira Park_______________VON 2H0

PROPERTY ADDRESS

4.

COMPLETION: The sale will be completed on Jiulv-25

a
t ifi
August lb

fjpyl
L J
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yr. 2019

(Completion Date) at the appropriate Land Title Office.
5. POSSESSION: The Buyer will have vacant possession of the Property at 12.00________________________ P- m, on
- -i "July 25" August 16
yr. 2019_____ (Possession Date) OR, subject to the following existing tenancies, if any:
3tV\

r

jj&SB-j-------- ---------------------- -------------------------------_____------ _____---- ---------------------- _____----------------6.

ADJUSTMENTS: The Buyer will assume and pay all taxes, rates, local improvement assessments, fuel utilities and other
charges from, and including, the date set for adjustments, and all adjustments both incoming and outgoing of whatsoever
nature will be made as of JWy-2-S August 16
yr. 2019
(Adjustment Date).

7.

INCLUDED ITEMS: The Purchase Price includes any buildings, improvements, fixtures, appurtenances and attachments
thereto, and all blinds, awnings, screen doors and windows, curtain rods, tracks and valances, fixed mirrors, fixed carpeting,
electric, plumbing, heating and air conditioning fixtures and all appurtenances and attachments thereto as viewed by the Buyer
at the date of inspection, INCLUDING:
Raw land

BUT EXCLUDING:

8.

VIEWED: The Property and all included items will be in substantially the same condition at the Possession Date as when
viewed by the Buyer on June 15
_________________ ____________________yr- 2019______________

9.

TITLE: Free and clear of all encumbrances except subsisting conditions, provisos, restrictions exceptions and reservations,
including royalties, contained in the original grant or contained in any other grant or disposition from the Crown, registered or
pending restrictive covenants and rights-of-way in favour of utilities and public authorities, existing tenancies set out in Section
5, if any, and except as otherwise set out herein.

10. TENDER: Tender or payment of monies by the Buyer to the Seller will be by certified cheque, bank draft, cash or
Lawyer’s/Notary's or real estate brokerage's trust cheque.
11. DOCUMENTS: All documents required to give effect to this Contract will be delivered in registrable form where necessary and
will be lodged for registration In the appropriate Land Title Office by 4 pm on the Completion Date.
11A. SELLER'S PARTICULARS AND RESIDENCY: The Seller shall deliver to the Buyer on or before the Completion Date
a statutory declaration of the Seller containing: (1) particulars regarding the Sailer that are required to be included in the
Buyer's Property Transfer Tax Return to be filed in connection with the completion of the transaction contemplated by this
Contract (and the Seller hereby consents to the Buyer inserting such particulars on such return); (2) declarations regarding the
Speculation and Vacancy Tax for residential properties located in jurisdictions where such tax is imposed and the Vancouver
Vacancy By-Law for residential properties located in the City of Vancouver; and (3) if the Seller is not a non-resident of Canada
as described in the non-residency provisions of the Income Tax Act, confirmation that the Seller is not then, and on the
Completion Date will not be, a non-resident of Canada. If on the Completion Date the Seller is a non-resident of Canada as
described in the residency provisions of the Income Tax Act, the Buyer shall be entitled to hold back from the Purchase Price
the amount provided for under section 116 of the Income Tax Act.
m
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11B. GST CERTIFICATE: If the transaction contemplated by this Contract is exempt from the payment of Goods and
Services Tax ("GST'), the Seller shall execute and deliver to the Buyer on or before the Completion Date, an appropriate GST
exemption certificate to relieve the parties of their obligations to pay, collect and remit GST in respect of the transaction. If
the transaction contemplated by this Contract is not exempt from the payment of GST, the Seller and the Buyer shall execute
and deliver to the other party on or before the Completion Date an appropriate GST certificate in respect of the transaction.
12. TIME: Time will be of the essence hereof, and unless the balance of the cash payment is paid and such formal agreements to pay
the balance as may be necessary is entered into on or before the Completion Date, the Seller may, at the Seller's option, terminate
this Contract, and, In such event, the amount paid by the Buyer will be norvrefundable and absolutely forfeited to the Seller, subject
to the provisions of Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act, on account of damages, without prejudice to the Seller's other
remedies.
13. BUYER FINANCING: If the Buyer is relying upon a new mortgage to finance the Purchase Price, the Buyer, while still required
to pay the Purchase Price on the Completion Date, may wait to pay the Purchase Price to the Seller until after the transfer
and new mortgage documents have been lodged for registration in the appropriate Land Title Office, but only if, before such
lodging, the Buyer has: (a) made available for tender to the Seller that portion of the Purchase Price not secured by the new
mortgage, and (b) fulfilled all the new mortgagee's conditions for funding except lodging the mortgage for registration, and (c)
made available to the Seller, a Lawyer's or Notary's undertaking to pay the Purchase Price upon the lodging of the transfer
and new mortgage documents and the advance by the mortgagee of the mortgage proceeds pursuant to the Canadian Bar
Association (BC Branch) (Real Property Section) standard undertakings (the “CBA Standard Undertakings").
14. CLEARING TITLE: If the Seller has existing financial charges to be cleared from title, the Seller, while still required to clear
such charges, may wait to pay and discharge existing financial charges until Immediately after receipt of the Purchase Price,
but in this event, the Seller agrees that payment of the Purchase Price shall be made by the Buyer's Lawyer or Notary to the
Seller's Lawyer or Notary, on the CBA Standard Undertakings to pay out and discharge the financial charges, and remit the
balance, If any, to the Seller.
15. COSTS: The Buyer will bear all costs of the conveyance and, if applicable, any costs related to arranging a mortgage and the
Seller will bear all costs of clearing title.
16. RISK: All buildings on the Property and all other items included in the purchase and sale will be, and remain, at the risk of
the Seller until 12:01 am on the Completion Date. After that time, the Property and all included items will be at the risk of the
Buyer.
17. PLURAL: In this Contract, any reference to a party includes that party's heirs, executors, administrators, successors and
assigns; singular includes plural and masculine includes feminine.
18. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES: There are no representations, warranties, guarantees, promises or agreements
other than those SBt out in this Contract and the representations contained in the Property Disclosure Statement if incorporated
into and forming part of this Contract, all of which will survive the completion of the sale.
19. PERSONAL INFORMATION: The Buyer and the Seller hereby consent to the collection, use and disclosure by the Brokerages
and by the managing broker(s), associate broker(s) and representative(s) of those Brokerages (collectively the “Licensee(s)")
described in Section 21, the real estate boards of which those Brokerages and Licensees are members and, if the Property is
listed on a Multiple Listing Service®, the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service®, of personal information
about the Buyer and the Seller:
A.

for all purposes consistent with the transaction contemplated herein:

B.

if the Property is listed on a Multiple Listing Service®, for the purpose of the compilation, retention and publication by
the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service® and other real estate boards of any statistics including
historical Multiple Listing Sen/ice® data for use by persons authorized to use the Multiple Listing Service® of that real

estate board and other real estate boards;
INIT ALS
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C. for enforcing codes of professional conduct and ethics for members of real estate boards; and
D. for the purposes (and to the recipients) described in the brochure published by the British Columbia Real Estate Association
entitled Privacy Notice and Consent.
The personal information provided by the Buyer and Seller may be stored on databases outside Canada, in which case it
would be subject to the laws of the jurisdiction in which it is located.
20. ASSIGNMENT OF REMUNERATION: The Buyer and the Seller agree that the Seiler's authorization and instruction set out
in section 25(c) below is a confirmation of the equitable assignment by the Seller in the Listing Contract and is notice of the
equitable assignment to anyone acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller.
20A. RESTRICTION ON ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT: The Buyer and the Seller agree that this Contract: (a) must not be
assigned without the written consent of the Seller; and (b) the Seller is entitled to any profit resulting from an assignment of the
Contract by the Buyer or any subsequent assignee.
21. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: The Seller and the Buyer acknowledge and confirm as follows (initial appropriate box(es) and complete
details as applicable):
A. The Seller acknowledges having received, read and understood Real Estate Council of British Columbia
(RECBC) form entitled “Disclosure of Representation in Trading Services" and hereby confirms that the Seller
has an agency relationship with
___________________ Dave J. Milligan________________(DesignatedAgent(s)/Licensee(s))

3)3}
iNITIALS

who is/are licensed in relation to

LePage Sussex

_____________ __ (Brokerage).

B. The Buyer acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC form entitled "Disclosure of
Representation in Trading Services" and hereby confirms that the Buyer has an agency relationship with
INITIALS

_________ ________________ ______________________

(Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))

who is/are licensed in relation to____________________________________ ______

INITIALS

(Brokerage).

C. The Seller and the Buyer each acknowledge having received, read and understood RECBC form
entitled "Disclosure of Risks Associated with Dual Agency" and hereby confirm that they each consent to a dual
agency relationship with
______ __________________________________________ __
(Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))
who is/are licensed in relation to __ _______________________________ ___________________ {Brokerage},
having signed a dual agency agreement with such Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s) dated___________

INITIALS

D, If only (A) has been completed, the Buyer acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC
form "Disclosure of Risks to Unrepresented Parties" from the Seller’s agent listed in (A) and hereby confirms
that the Buyer has no agency relationship.

INITIALS

E. If only (B) has been completed, the Seller acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC
form “Disclosure of Risks to Unrepresented Parties" from the Buyer’s agent listed in (B) and hereby confirms
that the Seller has no agency relationship.

3CV

3CV
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22, ACCEPTANCE IRREVOCABLE (Buyer and Seller): The Seller and the Buyer specifically confirm that this Contract of
Purchase and Sale is executed under seal. It is agreed and understood that the Seller's acceptance is irrevocable, including
without limitation, during the period prior to the date specified for the Buyer to either:
A fulfill or waive the terms and conditions herein contained; and/or
B. exercise any option(s) herein contained.
23, THIS IS A LEGAL DOCUMENT. READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT AND INFORMATION PAGE BEFORE YOU SIGN.
24. OFFER: This offer, or counter-offer, will be open for acceptance until 6,00______ o'clock p. m. on
June~2Q~ 21st______ yr. 2019______ (unless withdrawn in writing with notification to the other party of such revocation prior

M

to notification of its acceptance), and upon acceptance of the offer, or counter-offer, by accepting in writing and notifying the
other party of such acceptance, there will be a binding Contract of Purchase and Sale on the terms and conditions set forth.
Jiamtantm Veudev

X______
WITNESS

Konstantin Vassev

KAW9'T8 4SAMEDT

PRINT NAME

BUYER

PRINT NAME

X
WITNESS

If the Buyer is an individual, the Buyer declares that they are a Canadian citizen or a permanent resident as defined in the
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act:

INITIALS

INITIALS

25. ACCEPTANCE: The Seller (a) hereby accepts the above offer and agrees to complete the sale upon the terms and conditions
set out above, (b) agrees to pay a commission as per the Listing Contract, and (c) authorizes and instructs the Buyer and anyone
acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller to pay the commission out of the proceeds of sale and forward copies of the Seller’s
Statement of Adjustments to the Cooperating/Listing Brokerage, as requested forthwith after completion.
Seller's acceptance is dated

.yr-

soil

The Seller declares their residency:

iNtflALS

INITIALS
—

X____

as defined under the Income Tax Act.

NON-RESIDENT OF CANADA

RESIDENT OF CANADA

"r

US&uptUM____________ ^ All Canadian Investment Corpor

WITNESS

SPU1C8R019 6 31-46 PM EDT

PRINT NAME

WITNESS

SELLER

PRINT NAME

*PREC represents Personal Real Estate Corporation

Trademarks are owned or controlled by TLb Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) and Identify real estate professionals who are members of CREA (REALTOR*) and/or
the quality of services they provide (MLS*).
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026-169-436...................................................................................................................
PID

OTHER PID(S)

FURTHER TO THE CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE DATED June19, 2019.........................................................................
MADE BETWEEN Konstimtm Vassev............... ....................................................................................................... AS BUYER, AND
A||.CanadiMjnyestaent Co^orarion................................................................................................AS SELLER AND COVERING
THE ABOVE-MENTIONED PROPERTY, THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS:

To remove the following subjects;
Subject to the Buyer arranging suitable financing on or before July 5, 2019. This condition is for the sole
benefit of the Buyer.
Subject to the Buyer, on or before July 5, 2019 searching and approving title to the property against the presence
of any charge or other feature, whether registered or not, that reasonably may affect the property's use or value. This
condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.
Subject to the Buyer on or before July 5,2019 approving the Property Disclosure Statement with respect to
information that reasonably may adversely affect the use or value of the property. If approved such statement will
be incorporated into and form part of this contract. This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.
Subject to the Buyer on or before July 5,2019 contacting for and being satisfied with cost associated with prepping
the lot for building with a machine operator. This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.
All other terms and conditions remain in full force and effect. Time will remain of the essence.

X
WITNESS
X
WITNESS

JionitanUn Vaooev
-------------------

-

BUYER

X
WITNESS

Konstantin Vassev
PRINT NAME
PRINT NAME

® All Canadian Investment Corporate

X
WITNESS

CPT-------------- -

SELLER

PRINT NAME

SELLER

PRINT NAME

•PREC represents Personal Real Estate Corporation
Trademarks arc owned or controlled by The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) and Identify real estate professionals who are members of CREA (REALTOR®)
and/or the quality of services they provide (MLS®).
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CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE

1703 188 AGNES STREET

INFORMATION ABOUT THIS CONTRACT
THIS INFORMATION IS INCLUDED FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF THE PARTIES ONLY. IT DOES NOT FORM PART OF THE CONTRACT AND SHOULD NOT
AFFECT THE PROPER INTERPRETATION OF ANY OF ITS TERMS.
1.

CONTRACT: This document, when signed by both parties, is a legally binding contract. READ IT CAREFULLY. The parties should ensure that everything that is
agreed to is in writing.

2,

DEPOSIT(S): Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act requires that money held by a brokerage in respect of a real estate transaction for which there is an
agreement between the parties for the acquisition and disposition of the real estate be held by the brokerage as a stakeholder. The money is held for the real estate
transaction and not on behalf of one of the parties. If a party does not remove a subject clause, the brokerage requires the written agreement of both parties in order
to release the deposit. If both parties do not sign the agreement to release the deposit, then the parties will have to apply to court for a determination of the deposit
issue.

3.

COMPLETION: (Section 4) Unless the parties are prepared to actually meet at the Land Title Office and exchange title documents for the Purchase Price, it is, in
every case, advisable for the completion of the sale to take place in the following sequence:
(a)

The Buyer pays the Purchase Price or down payment in trust to the Buyer's Lawyer or Notary (who should advise the Buyer of Ihe exact amount required)
several days before the Completion Date and the Buyer signs the documents,

(b)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary prepares the documents and forwards them for signature to the Seller's Lawyer or Notary who returns the documents to the
Buyer's Lawyer or Notary.

(c)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary then attends to the deposit of the signed title documents (and any mortgages) in the appropriate Land Title Office.

(d)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary releases the sale proceeds at the Buyer's Lawyer's or Notary's office.

Since the Seller is entitled to the Seller's proceeds on the Completion Date, and since the sequence described above takes a day or more, it is strongly
recommended that the Buyer deposits the money and the signed documents AT LEAST TWO DAYS before the Completion Date, or at the request of the
Conveyancer, and that the Seller delivers the signed transfer documents no later than the morning of the day before the Completion Date.
While it is possible to have a Saturday Completion Date using the Land Title Office's Electronic Filing System, parties are strongly encouraged NOT to schedule
a Saturday Completion Date as it will restrict their access to fewer lawyers or notaries who operate on Saturdays; lenders will generally not fund new mortgages
on Saturdays; lenders with existing mortgages may not accept payouts on Saturdays; and other offices necessary as part of the closing process may not be open.
4.

POSSESSION: (Section 5) the Buyer should make arrangements through the real estate licensees for obtaining possession. The Seller will not generally let
the Buyer move in before the Seller has actually received the sale proceeds. Where residential tenants are involved, Buyers and Sellers should consult the
Residential Tenancy Act.

5.

TITLE: (Section 9) It is up to the Buyer to satisfy the Buyer on matters of zoning or building or use restrictions, toxic or environmental hazards, encroachments
on or by the Property and any encumbrances which are staying on title before becoming legally bound. It is up to the Seller to specify in the Contract if there are
any encumbrances, other than those listed in Section 9, which are staying on title before becoming legally bound. If you as the Buyer are taking out a mortgage,
make sure that title, zoning and building restrictions are all acceptable to your mortgage company. In certain circumstances, the mortgage company could
refuse to advance funds. If you as the seller are allowing the Buyer to assume your mortgage, you may still be responsible for payment of the mortgage, unless
arrangements are made with your mortgage company.

6.

CUSTOMARY COSTS: (Section 15) In particular circumstances there may be additional costs, but the following costs are applicable in most circumstances:
Costs to be Borne by the Seller
Lawyer or Notary Fees and Expenses:
- attending to execution documents.
Costs of clearing title, including:- investigating title,
- discharge fees charged by
encumbrance holders,
- prepayment penalties.
Real Estate Commission (plus GST).
Goods and Services Tax (if applicable).

Costs to be Borne by the Buyer
Lawyer or Notary Fees and Expenses:
- appraisal (if applicable)
- Land Title Registration fees.
- searching title,
- drafting documents.
Fire Insurance Premium.
Sales Tax (if applicable).
Land Title Registration fees.
Survey Certificate (if required).
Property Transfer Tax.
Costs of Mortgage, including:
Goods and Services Tax (if applicable).
- mortgage company's Lawyer/Notary.

In addition to the above costs there maybe financial adjustments between the Seller and the Buyer pursuant to Section 6 and additional taxes payable
by one or more of the parties in respect of the Property or the transaction contemplated hereby (eg. empty home tax and speculation tax).
7.

CLOSING MATTERS: The closing documents referred to in Sections 11, 11A and 11B of this Contract will, in most oases, be prepared by the Buyer’s Lawyer
or Notary and provided to the Seller's Lawyer or Notary for review and approval. Once settled, the lawyers/notaries will arrange for execution by the parties and
delivery on or prior to the Completion Date. The matters addressed in the closing documents referred to in Sections 11Aand 11B will assist the lawyers/notaries
as they finalize and attend to various closing matters arising in connection with the purchase and sale contemplated by this Contract.

8.

RISK: (Section 16) The Buyer should arrange for insurance to be effective as of 12:01 am the Completion Date.

9.

FORM OF CONTRACT: This Contract of Purchase and Sale is designed primarily for the purchase and sale of freehold residences. If your transaction involves:
a house or other building under construction, a lease, a business, an assignment, other special circumstances (including the acquisition of land situated on a First
Nations reserve)
Additional provisions, not contained in this form, may be needed, and professional advice should be obtained. A Property Disclosure Statement completed by the
Seller may be available.

10. REALTOR® Code, Article 11: A REALTOR® shall not buy or sell, or attempt to buy or sell an interest in property either directly or indirectly for himself or herself,
any member of his or her Immediate Family, or any entity in which the REALTOR® has a financial interest, without making the REALTOR®'s position known to
the buyer or seller in writing. Real Estate Council Rules 5-9: If a licensee acquires, directly or indirectly, or disposes of real estate, or if the licensee assists an
associate in acquiring, directly or indirectly, or disposing of real estate, the licensee must make a disclosure in writing to the opposite party before entering into
any agreement for the acquisition or disposition of the real estate.
11.

RESIDENCY; When completing their residency and citizenship status, the Buyer and the Seller should confirm their residency and citizenship status and the tax
implications thereof with their Lawyer/Accountant.

12. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: (Section 21) all Designated Agents/Licensees with whom the Seller or the Buyer has an agency relationship should be listed. If
additional space is required, list the additional Designated Agents/Licensees on an addendum to the Contract of Purchase and Sale.
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CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE
BROKERAGE: RE/MAX Westcoast___________________________________
ADDRESS: #110 - 6086 Russ Baker Wa Richmond________

DATE: July 13,2019

PC: V7B 1B4

PHONE: (604) 273-2828

PREPARED BY: Christine Siu___________________________ _ MLS® NO: R2374757
SELLER: ALL CANADIAN INVESTMENT CORP.

____________________ __

BUYER: Claire Tai

SELLER:

BUYER:

ADDRESS: 1703 188 AGNES STREET

ADDRESS: c/o Re/Max agent

New Westminster

PC:

PC: V3L 0H6
PHONE:

PHONE:

OCCUPATION:

PROPERTY:
1703 188 AGNES STREET
UNIT NO.

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY

New Westminster

___ _ __

V3L 0H6

CITY/TOWN/MUNICIPALITY

POSTAL CODE

030-122-651
PID

OTHER P1D(S)

STRATA LOT 123, BLOCK 19, PLAN EPS4196,
NEW WESTMINSTER LAND DISTRICT,
TOGETHER WITH AN INTEREST IN THE
COMMON PROPERTY IN PROPORTION TO THE

£f

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

JM
The Buyer agrees to purchase the Property from the Seller on the bll<
Six Hundred Thousand Thirty Eight
1. PURCHASE PRICE: The purchase price of the Property will be

ingllermsancThubject to the following conditions:
/—DS
+ applicable

600,038.00
six hundred thousand thirty eight + applicable
2.

GST

GST.. Jj\"

$$$$$&+ applicable GST

dollars

(Purchase Price)

DEPOSIT: A deposit of $ 25,000.00_____ which will form part of the Purchase Price, will be paid within 24 hours of
acceptance unless agreed as follows: to be paid by bank draft upon court approval.__________________________

All monies paid pursuant to this section (Deposit) will be paid in accordance with section 10 or by uncertified cheque
except as otherwise set out in this section 2 and will be delivered in trust to Re/Max Westcoast
_______
______ ______________________________________ and held in trust in accordance with the provisions of the Real
Estate Services Act. In the event the Buyer fails to pay the Deposit as required by this Contract, the Seller may, at the
Seller’s option, terminate this Contract. The party who receives the Deposit is authorized to pay all or any portion of the
Deposit to the Buyer’s or Seller's conveyancer (the "Conveyancer”) without further written direction of the Buyer or Seller,
provided that: (a) the Conveyancer is a Lawyer or Notary; (b) such money is to be held in trust by the Conveyancer as
stakeholder pursuant to the provisions of the Real Estate Services Act pending the completion of the transaction and not on
behalf of any of the principals to the transaction; and (c) if the sale does not complete, the money should be returned to such
party as stakeholder or paid into Court.
==08-

Cf
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3.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The purchase and sale of the Property includes the following terms and is subject to the
following conditions:

Offer subject to court approval.

jul y 24

2019
DS

Subject to the Buyer, on or before
at the Buyer's expense, obtaining and approving an inspection
report against any defects whose cumulative cost of repair exceeds $500 and which reasonably may
adversely affect the property's use or value. This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer. The Seller will
allow access to the property for this purpose on reasonable notice.

Subject to mortgage being made available to the Buyer on or before

3u"*y 24 ’ 2®19

This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.

Each condition, if so indicated is for the sole benefit of the party indicated. Unless each condition is waived or declared fulfilled
by written notice given by the benefiting party to the other party on or before the date specified for each condition, this Contract
will be terminated thereupon and the Deposit returnable in accordance with the Real Estate Services Act.
----DSLV
BC2057 REV. DA FEB 2019
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4.

M£Jf

New Westminster

it

COMPLETION: The sale will be completed on
(Completion Date) at the appropriate Land Title Office,

V3L 0H6
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ten business days from court approval

yr. 2019

POSSESSION: The Buyer will have vacant possession of the Property at _10________________________________au_m. on
yr. 2019
(Possession Date) OR, subject to the following existing tenancies, if any:
one day after
compi eti on

DS

C1i.
-DS

'jt

7.

ADJUSTMENTS: The Buyer will assume and pay all taxes, rates, local improvement assessments, fuel utilities and other
chargesirom, and including, the date set for adjustments, and all adjustments both incoming and outgoing of whatsoever
(Adjustment Date).
natjfi
Te if d as of Augu.it 29
, yr. 2019

.pH one day after
completion
INCLUDECHTEMS: The Purchase Price includes any buildings, improvements, fixtures, appurtenances and attachments
thereto, and all blinds, awnings, screen doors and windows, curtain rods, tracks and valances, fixed mirrors, fixed carpeting,
electric, plumbing, heating and air conditioning fixtures and all appurtenances and attachments thereto as viewed by the Buyer
at the date of inspection, INCLUDING:
Air Conditioning, ClthWsh/Dryr/Frdg/Stve/DW, Microwave, all lighting fixtures, window coverings, minimum 2
fobs, house keys, one underground parking and one locker.

BUT EXCLUDING:8 9 10 11

8.

VIEWED: The Property and all included items will be in substantially the same condition at the Possession Date as when
viewed by the Buyer on July 12
____________ ______ _________ ______yr. 2019_______________

9.

TITLE: Free and clear of all encumbrances except subsisting conditions, provisos, restrictions exceptions and reservations,
including royalties, contained in the original grant or contained in any other grant or disposition from the Crown, registered or
pending restrictive covenants and rights-of-way in favour of utilities and public authorities, existing tenancies set out in Section
5, if any, and except as otherwise set out herein.

10. TENDER: Tender or payment of monies by the Buyer to the Seller will be by certified cheque, bank draft, cash or
Lawyer’s/Notary's or real estate brokerage’s trust cheque.
11. DOCUMENTS: All documents required to give effect to this Contract will be delivered in registrable form where necessary and
will be lodged for registration in the appropriate Land Title Office by 4 pm on the Completion Date.
11A. SELLER’S PARTICULARS AND RESIDENCY: The Seller shall deliver to the Buyer on or before the Completion Date
a statutory declaration of the Seller containing: (1) particulars regarding the Seller that are required to be included in the
Buyer’s Property Transfer Tax Return to be filed in connection with the completion of the transaction contemplated by this
Contract (and the Seller hereby consents to the Buyer inserting such particulars on such return); (2) declarations regarding the
Speculation and Vacancy Tax for residential properties located in jurisdictions where such tax is imposed and the Vancouver
Vacancy By-Law for residential properties located in the City of Vancouver; and (3) if the Seller is not a non-resident of Canada
as described in the non-residency provisions of the Income Tax Act, confirmation that the Seller is not then, and on the
Completion Date will not be, a non-resident of Canada. If on the Completion Date the Seller is a non-resident of Canada as
described in the residency provisions of the Income Tax Act, the Buyer shall be entitled to hold back from the Purchase Price
the amount provided for under section 116 of the Income Tax Act.
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11B. GST CERTIFICATE: If the transaction contemplated by this Contract is exempt from the payment of Goods and
Services Tax (“GST"), the Seller shall execute and deliver to the Buyer on or before the Completion Date, an appropriate GST
exemption certificate to relieve the parties of their obligations to pay, collect and remit GST in respect of the transaction. If
the transaction contemplated by this Contract is not exempt from the payment of GST, the Seller and the Buyer shall execute
and deliver to the other party on or before the Completion Date an appropriate GST certificate in respect of the transaction.
12. TIME: Time will be of the essence hereof, and unless the balance of the cash payment is paid and such formal agreements to pay
the balance as may be necessary is entered into on or before the Completion Date, the Seller may, at the Seller’s option, terminate
this Contract, and, in such event, the amount paid by the Buyer will be non-refundable and absolutely forfeited to the Seller, subject
to the provisions of Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act, on account of damages, without prejudice to the Seller's other
remedies.
13. BUYER FINANCING: If the Buyer is relying upon a new mortgage to finance the Purchase Price, the Buyer, while still required
to pay the Purchase Price on the Completion Date, may wait to pay the Purchase Price to the Seller until after the transfer
and new mortgage documents have been lodged for registration in the appropriate Land Title Office, but only if, before such
lodging, the Buyer has: (a) made available for tender to the Seller that portion of the Purchase Price not secured by the new
mortgage, and (b) fulfilled all the new mortgagee’s conditions for funding except lodging the mortgage for registration, and (c)
made available to the Seller, a Lawyer’s or Notary's undertaking to pay the Purchase Price upon the lodging of the transfer
and new mortgage documents and the advance by the mortgagee of the mortgage proceeds pursuant to the Canadian Bar
Association (BC Branch) (Real Property Section) standard undertakings (the "CBA Standard Undertakings’’).
14. CLEARING TITLE: If the Seller has existing financial charges to be cleared from title, the Seller, while still required to clear
such charges, may wait to pay and discharge existing financial charges until immediately after receipt of the Purchase Price,
but in this event, the Seller agrees that payment of the Purchase Price shall be made by the Buyer's Lawyer or Notary to the
Seller’s Lawyer or Notary, on the CBA Standard Undertakings to pay out and discharge the financial charges, and remit the
balance, if any, to the Seller.
15. COSTS: The Buyer will bear all costs of the conveyance and, if applicable, any costs related to arranging a mortgage and the
Seller will bear all costs of clearing title.
16. RISK: All buildings on the Property and all other items included in the purchase and sale will be, and remain, at the risk of
the Seller until 12:01 am on the Completion Date. After that time, the Property and all included items will be at the risk of the
Buyer.
17. PLURAL: In this Contract, any reference to a party includes that party's heirs, executors, administrators, successors and
assigns; singular includes plural and masculine includes feminine.
18. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES: There are no representations, warranties, guarantees, promises or agreements
other than those set out in this Contract and the representations contained in the Property Disclosure Statement if incorporated
into and forming part of this Contract, all of which will survive the completion of the sale.
19. PERSONAL INFORMATION: The Buyer and the Seller hereby consent to the collection, use and disclosure by the Brokerages
and by the managing broker(s), associate broker(s) and representative(s) of those Brokerages (collectively the '‘Licensee(s)’’)
described in Section 21, the real estate boards of which those Brokerages and Licensees are members and, if the Property is
listed on a Multiple Listing Service®, the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service®, of personal information
about the Buyer and the Seller:
A.

for all purposes consistent with the transaction contemplated herein:

B.

if the Property is listed on a Multiple Listing Service®, for the purpose of the compilation, retention and publication by
the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service® and other real estate boards of any statistics including
historical Multiple Listing Service® data for use by persons authorized to use the Multiple Listing Service® ofrth^t real

estate board and other real estate boards;
BC2057 REV. DA FEB 2019
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C, for enforcing codes of professional conduct and ethics for members of real estate boards; and
D.

for the purposes (and to the recipients) described in the brochure published by the British Columbia Real Estate Association
entitled Privacy Notice and Consent.

The personal information provided by the Buyer and Seller may be stored on databases outside Canada, in which case it
would be subject to the laws of the jurisdiction in which it is located.
20. ASSIGNMENT OF REMUNERATION; The Buyer and the Seller agree that the Seller’s authorization and instruction set out
in section 25(c) below is a confirmation of the equitable assignment by the Seller in the Listing Contract and is notice of the
equitable assignment to anyone acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller.
20A. RESTRICTION ON ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT: The Buyer and the Seller agree that this Contract: (a) must not be
assigned without the written consent of the Seller; and (b) the Seller is entitled to any profit resulting from an assignment of the
Contract by the Buyer or any subsequent assignee.
21. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: The Seller and the Buyer acknowledge and confirm as follows (initial appropriate box(es) and complete
details as applicable):

ct

IM
INITIALS

A. The Seller acknowledges having i^&ived, read and understood Real Estate Council of British Columbia
(RECBC) form entitled “Disclosuis,)0j^presentati°n in Trading Services" and hereby confirms that the Seller
has an agency relationship with
Ryan Hajzlcton /

Alan Eagleton______________ ______________ ___(Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))

who is/are licensed in relation to RE/MAX Sabre Realty Group

(Brokerage).

B. The Buyer acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC form entitled "Disclosure of
Representation in Trading Services” and hereby confirms that the Buyer has an agency relationship with
-INITIALS

Christine Siu

_________ _____________________________________ (Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))

who is/are licensed in relation to RE/MAX Westcoast

INITIALS

______________________________ (Brokerage).

C.
The Seller and the Buyer each acknowledge having received, read and understood RECBC form
entitled "Disclosure of Risks Associated with Dual Agency" and hereby confirm that they each consent to a dual
agency relationship with
____________ _____________________________ ______________________ (Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))
who is/are licensed in relation to___________________________________________ ____________(Brokerage),
having signed a dual agency agreement with such Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s) dated __

_________ .

INITIALS

D. If only (A) has been completed, the Buyer acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC
form “Disclosure of Risks to Unrepresented Parties" from the Seller’s agent listed in (A) and hereby confirms
that the Buyer has no agency relationship.

INITIALS

E. If only (B) has been completed, the Seller acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC
form “Disclosure of Risks to Unrepresented Parties" from the Buyer’s agent listed in (B) and hereby confirms
that the Seller has no agency relationship.

p-- OS—
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22. ACCEPTANCE IRREVOCABLE (Buyer and Seller): The Seller and the Buyer specifically confirm that this Contract of
Purchase and Sale is executed under seal. It is agreed and understood that the Seller's acceptance is irrevocable, including
without limitation, during the period prior to the date specified for the Buyer to either:
A. fulfill or waive the terms and conditions herein contained; and/or
B.

exercise any option(s) herein contained.

-os 23. THIS ISTA I

pa

ct

:• At DOCUMENT. READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT AND INFORMATION PAGE BEFORE YOU SIGN.

pa

o’clock p. m. on
24. OFFER: This offer, or counter-offer, will be open for acceptance until 9
July**
17
(unless withdrawn in writing with notification to the other party of such revocation prior
yr. 2019
to notification of its acceptance), and upon acceptance of the offer, or counter-offer, by accepting in writing and notifying the
other party of such acceptance, there will be a binding Contract of Purchase and Sale on the terms and conditions set forth.
—— DocuSignod by:

Claire Tai

X.
WITNESS

PRINT NAME

'■fi!'!f)fe§A743DB174M.

X
PRINT NAME

BUYER

WITNESS

If the Buyer is an individual, the Buyer declares that they are a Canadian citizen or a permanent resident as defined in the
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act:
~DS

■t

No

'-—INITIALS

INITIALS

25. ACCEPTANCE: The Seller (a) hereby accepts the above offer and agrees to complete the sale upon the terms and conditions
set out above, (b) agrees to pay a commission as per the Listing Contract, and (c) authorizes and instructs the Buyer and anyone
acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller to pay the commission out of the proceeds of sale and forward copies of the Seller’s
Statement of Adjustments to the Cooperating/Listing Brokerage, as requested forthwith after completion.
07/16/2019

Seller’s acceptance is dated______________________ ____________________________ , yr.____________ ___________
The Seller declares their residency:
NON-RESIDENT OF CANADA

RESIDENT OF CANADA

as defined under the Income Tax Act.
INITIALS

INITIALS

pfin jHclown
X_
WITNESS

8? ALL CANADIAN INVESTMEI'

1,7/,16/2033.525:27 PM PCI
SELLER

PRINT NAME

SELLER

PRINT NAME

X
WITNESS

•PREC represents Personal Real Estate Corporation
Trademarks are owned or controlled by The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) and identify real estate professionals who are members of CREA (REALTOR®) and/or
the quality of services they provide (MLS®).
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CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE

INFORMATION ABOUT THIS CONTRACT
THIS INFORMATION IS INCLUDED FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF THE PARTIES ONLY. IT DOES NOT FORM PART OF THE CONTRACT AND SHOULD NOT
AFFECT THE PROPER INTERPRETATION OF ANY OF ITS TERMS.
1.

CONTRACT: This document, when signed by both parties, is a legally binding contract. READ IT CAREFULLY The parties should ensure that everything that is
agreed to is in writing.

2.

DEPOSIT(S): Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act requires that money held by a brokerage in respect of a real estate transaction for which there is an
agreement between the parties for the acquisition and disposition of the real estate be held by the brokerage as a stakeholder. The money is held for the real estate
transaction and not on behalf of one of the parties. If a party does not remove a subject clause, the brokerage requires the written agreement of both parties in order
to release the deposit. If both parties do not sign the agreement to release the deposit, then the parties will have to apply to court for a determination of the deposit
issue.

3.

COMPLETION: (Section 4) Unless the parties are prepared to actually meet at the Land Title Office and exchange title documents for the Purchase Price, it is, in
every case, advisable for the completion of the sale to take place in the following sequence:
(a)

The Buyer pays the Purchase Price or down payment in trust to the Buyer's Lawyer or Notary (who should advise the Buyer of the exact amount required)
several days before the Completion Date and the Buyer signs the documents.

(b)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary prepares the documents and forwards them for signature to the Seller's Lawyer or Notary who returns the documents to the
Buyer's Lawyer or Notary.

(c)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary then attends to the deposit of the signed title documents (and any mortgages) in the appropriate Land Title Office.

(d)

The Buyer's Lawyer or Notary releases the sale proceeds at the Buyer's Lawyer's or Notary's office.

Since the Seller is entitled to the Seller's proceeds on the Completion Date, and since the sequence described above takes a day or more, it is strongly
recommended that the Buyer deposits the money and the signed documents AT LEAST TWO DAYS before the Completion Date, or at the request of the
Conveyancer, and that the Seller delivers the signed transfer documents no later than the morning of the day before the Completion Date.
While it is possible to have a Saturday Completion Date using the Land Title Office's Electronic Filing System, parties are strongly encouraged NOT to schedule
a Saturday Completion Date as it will restrict their access to fewer lawyers or notaries who operate on Saturdays; lenders will generally not fund new mortgages
on Saturdays; lenders with existing mortgages may not accept payouts on Saturdays; and other offices necessary as part of the closing process may not be open.
4.

POSSESSION: (Section 5) the Buyer should make arrangements through the real estate licensees for obtaining possession. The Seller will not generally let
the Buyer move in before the Seller has actually received the sale proceeds. Where residential tenants are involved, Buyers and Sellers should consult the
Residential Tenancy Act.

5.

TITLE: (Section 9) It is up to the Buyer to satisfy the Buyer on matters of zoning or building or use restrictions, toxic or environmental hazards, encroachments
on or by the Property and any encumbrances which are staying on title before becoming legally bound. It is up to the Seller to specify in the Contract if there are
any encumbrances, other than those listed in Section 9, which are staying on title before becoming legally bound. If you as the Buyer are taking out a mortgage,
make sure that title, zoning and building restrictions are all acceptable to your mortgage company. In certain circumstances, the mortgage company could
refuse to advance funds. If you as the seller are allowing the Buyer to assume your mortgage, you may still be responsible for payment of the mortgage, unless
arrangements are made with your mortgage company.

6.

CUSTOMARY COSTS: (Section 15) In particular circumstances there may be additional costs, but the following costs are applicable in most circumstances:
Costs to be Borne by the Seller
Lawyer or Notary Fees and Expenses:
- attending to execution documents.
Costs of clearing litie, including:- investigating title,
- discharge fees charged by
r~i I
encumbrance holders,
- prepayment penalties.
Real Estate Commission (plus GST).
Goods and Services Tax (if applicable).

Costs to be Borne by the Buyer

Lawyer or Notary Fees and Expenses:
- searching title,
- drafting documents.
/ “Ds
Land Title Registration fees.
f |
Survey Certificate (if required). ^_____
Costs of Mortgage, including:
- mortgage company’s Lawyer/Notary.

- appraisal (if applicable)
- Land Title Registration fees.
Fire Insurance Premium.
Sales Tax (if applicable).
Property Transfer Tax.
Goods and Services Tax (if applicable).

In addition to the above costs there maybe financial adjustments between the Seller and the Buyer pursuant to Section 6 and additional taxes payable
by one or more of the parties In respect of the Property or the transaction contemplated hereby (eg. empty home tax and speculation tax).
7.

CLOSING MATTERS: The closing documents referred to in Sections 11, 11A and 11B of this Contract will, in most cases, be prepared by the Buyer's Lawyer
or Notary and provided to the Seller's Lawyer or Notary for review and approval. Once settled, the lawyers/notaries will arrange for execution by the parties and
delivery on or prior to the Completion Date. The matters addressed in the closing documents referred to in Sections 11A and 11B will assist the lawyers/notaries
as they finalize and attend to various closing matters arising in connection with the purchase and sale contemplated by this Contract.

8.

RISK: (Section 16) The Buyer should arrange for insurance to be effective as of 12:01 am the Completion Date,

9.

FORM OF CONTRACT: This Contract of Purchase and Sale is designed primarily for the purchase and sale of freehold residences. If your transaction involves:
a house or other building under construction, a lease, a business, an assignment, other special circumstances (including the acquisition of land situated on a First
Nations reserve)
Additional provisions, not contained in this form, may be needed, and professional advice should be obtained. A Property Disclosure Statement completed by the
Seller may be available.

10.

REALTOR® Code, Article 11: A REALTOR® shall not buy or sell, or attempt to buy or sell an interest in property either directly or indirectly for himself or herself,
any member of his or her Immediate Family, or any entity in which the REALTOR® has a financial interest, without making the REALTOR®^ position known to
the buyer or seller in writing. Real Estate Council Rules 5-9: If a licensee acquires, directly or indirectly, or disposes of real estate, or if the licensee assists an
associate in acquiring, directly or indirectly, or disposing of real estate, the licensee must make a disclosure in writing to the opposite party before entering into
any agreement for the acquisition or disposition of the real estate.

11.

RESIDENCY: When completing their residency and citizenship status, the Buyer and the Seller should confirm their residency and citizenship status and the tax
implications thereof with their Lawyer/Accountant.

12. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: (Section 21) all Designated Agents/Licensees with whom the Seller or the Buyer has an agency relationship should be listed. If
additional space is required, list the additional Designated Agents/Licensees on an addendum to the Contract of Purchase and Sale.
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CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE
BROKERAGE: RE/MAX Westcoast_________________ ____ _____ ___ ___________________ DATE: July 13,2019
ADDRESS: #110- 6086 Russ Baker Wa Richmond_________ PC: V7B 1B4
PREPARED BY: Christine Siu___________

PHONE: (604)273-2828______

____________ MLS® NO: R2374757__________________________

SELLER: ALL CANADIAN INVESTMENT CORP.

BUYER: Claire Tai

SELLER:
ADDRESS: 1703 188 AGNES STREET

BUYER:

New Westminster

ADDRESS: do Rc/Max agent

PC: V3L 0H6

PC:
PHONE:

PHONE:

OCCUPATION:

PROPERTY:
1703 188 AGNES STREET
UNIT NO,

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY

New Westminster______ ____________________ ________ _______________ V3L 0H6 _
CITY/TOWN/MUNICIPALITY

POSTAL CODE

030-122-651
PID

________
OTHER PID(S)

STRATA LOT 123, BLOCK 19, PLAN EPS4196,
NEW WESTMINSTER LAND DISTRICT,
TOGETHER WITH AN INTEREST IN THE
COMMON PROPERTY IN PROPORTION.TO THE

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

The Buyer agrees to purchase the Property from the Seller on the foil

---DS

[CT
ingliyrmsaMsubject to the following conditions:

six Hundred Thousand Thirty Eight
1.

2.

/“"L>s

PURCHASE PRICE: The purchase price of the Property will be
600,038.00

six hundred thousand thirty eight + applicable GST

J.M

dollars

+

applicable GST jf/f’

applicable GST
$*&7Q{Q0Qm

(Purchase Price)

DEPOSIT: A deposit of $ 25,000,00_____ which will form part of the Purchase Price, will be paid within 24 hours of
acceptance unless agreed as follows: to be paid by bank draft upon court approval.___________________ _

All monies paid pursuant to this section (Deposit) will be paid in accordance with section 10 or by uncertified cheque
except as otherwise set out in this section 2 and will be delivered in trust to Re/Max Westcoast__________ __
__________ _________________________________ and held in trust in accordance with the provisions of the Real
Estate Services Act. In the event the Buyer fails to pay the Deposit as required by this Contract, the Seller may, at the
Seiler’s option, terminate this Contract. The party who receives the Deposit is authorized to pay all or any portion of the
Deposit to the Buyer’s or Seller's conveyancer (the "Conveyancer”) without further written direction of the Buyer or Seiler,
provided that: (a) the Conveyancer is a Lawyer or Notary; (b) such money is to be held in trust by the Conveyancer as
stakeholder pursuant to the provisions of the Real Estate Services Act pending the completion of the transaction and not on
behalf of any of the principals to the transaction; and (c) if the sale does not complete, the money should be returned to such
party as stakeholder or paid into Court.

it
INITIALS
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3.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The purchase and sale of the Property includes the following terms and is subject to the
following conditions:

Offer subject to court approval.

]u-|y 24, 2019

Subject to the Buyer, on or before
at the Buyer's expense, obtaining and approving an inspection
report against any defects whose cumulative cost of repair exceeds $500 and which reasonably may
adversely affect the property's use or value. This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer. The Seller will
allow access to the property for this purpose on reasonable notice.

Subject to mortgage being made available to the Buyer on or before

3

pi

y 24 ’ 2019

This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.

Each condition, if so indicated is for the sole benefit of the party indicated. Unless each condition is waived or declared fulfilled
by written notice given by the benefiting party to the other party on or before the date specified for each condition, this Contract
will be terminated thereupon and the Deposit returnable in accordance with the Real Estate Services Act.

if

iX.
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COMPLETION: The sale will be completed on
(Completion Date) at the appropriate Land Title Office,

V3L 0H6
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teirbusiness days from court approval

yr. 2019

MLjS _ POSSESSION: The Buyer will have vacant possession of the Property at _10________________________________ a. m. on
yr, 2019
(Possession Date) OR, subject to the following existing tenancies, if any:
one day after
comp! eti on
ADJUSTMENTS: The Buyer will assume and pay all taxes, rates, local improvement assessments, fuel utilities and other
charges-from, and including, the date set for adjustments, and all adjustments both incoming and outgoing of whatsoever
nat J«i«il Be ifplie as of Awguot 29 _________________ , yr, 2019________ (Adjustment Date).

L

J

pk

one day after

Compiet1on

INCLUDEEHTEMS: The Purchase Price includes any buildings, improvements, fixtures, appurtenances and attachments
thereto, and all blinds, awnings, screen doors and windows, curtain rods, tracks and valances, fixed mirrors, fixed carpeting,
electric, plumbing, heating and air conditioning fixtures and all appurtenances and attachments thereto as viewed by the Buyer
at the date of inspection, INCLUDING:
Air Conditioning, ClthWsh/Dryr/Frdg/Stve/DW, Microwave, all lighting fixtures, window coverings, minimum 2
fobs, house keys, one underground parking and one locker.

BUT EXCLUDING:8 9 10 11

8.

VIEWED: The Property and all included items will be in substantially the same condition at the Possession Date as when
viewed by the Buyer on July 12_________________________________________ yr. 2019_______________

9.

TITLE: Free and clear of all encumbrances except subsisting conditions, provisos, restrictions exceptions and reservations,
including royalties, contained in the original grant or contained in any other grant or disposition from the Crown, registered or
pending restrictive covenants and rights-of-way in favour of utilities and public authorities, existing tenancies set out in Section
5, if any, and except as otherwise set out herein.

10. TENDER: Tender or payment of monies by the Buyer to the Seller will be by certified cheque, bank draft, cash or
Lawyer’s/Notary's or real estate brokerage’s trust cheque.
11. DOCUMENTS: All documents required to give effect to this Contract will be delivered in registrable form where necessary and
will be lodged for registration in the appropriate Land Title Office by 4 pm on the Completion Date.
11A. SELLER’S PARTICULARS AND RESIDENCY: The Seller shall deliver to the Buyer on or before the Completion Date
a statutory declaration of the Seller containing: (1) particulars regarding the Seller that are required to be included in the
Buyer’s Property Transfer Tax Return to be filed in connection with the completion of the transaction contemplated by this
Contract (and the Seiler hereby consents to the Buyer inserting such particulars on such return); (2) declarations regarding the
Speculation and Vacancy Tax for residential properties located in jurisdictions where such tax is imposed and the Vancouver
Vacancy By-Law for residential properties located in the City of Vancouver; and (3) if the Seller is not a non-resident of Canada
as described in the non-residency provisions of the Income Tax Act, confirmation that the Seller is not then, and on the
Completion Date will not be, a non-resident of Canada. If on the Completion Date the Seller is a non-resident of Canada as
described in the residency provisions of the Income Tax Act, the Buyer shall be entitled to hold back from the Purchase Price
the amount provided for under section 116 of the Income Tax Act.
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11B. GST CERTIFICATE: If the transaction contemplated by this Contract is exempt from the payment of Goods and
Services Tax (“GST11), the Seller shall execute and deliver to the Buyer on or before the Completion Date, an appropriate GST
exemption certificate to relieve the parties of their obligations to pay, collect and remit GST in respect of the transaction. If
the transaction contemplated by this Contract is not exempt from the payment of GST, the Seller and the Buyer shall execute
and deliver to the other party on or before the Completion Date an appropriate GST certificate in respect of the transaction.
12. TIME: Time will be of the essence hereof, and unless the balance of the cash payment is paid and such formal agreements to pay
the balance as may be necessary is entered into on or before the Completion Date, the Seller may, at the Seller’s option, terminate
this Contract, and, in such event, the amount paid by the Buyer will be non-refundable and absolutely forfeited to the Seller, subject
to the provisions of Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act, on account of damages, without prejudice to the Seller’s other
remedies.
13. BUYER FINANCING: If the Buyer is relying upon a new mortgage to finance the Purchase Price, the Buyer, while still required
to pay the Purchase Price on the Completion Date, may wait to pay the Purchase Price to the Seller until after the transfer
and new mortgage documents have been lodged for registration in the appropriate Land Title Office, but only if, before such
lodging, the Buyer has: (a) made available for tender to the Seller that portion of the Purchase Price not secured by the new
mortgage, and (b) fulfilled all the new mortgagee's conditions for funding except lodging the mortgage for registration, and (c)
made available to the Seller, a Lawyer’s or Notary's undertaking to pay the Purchase Price upon the lodging of the transfer
and new mortgage documents and the advance by the mortgagee of the mortgage proceeds pursuant to the Canadian Bar
Association (BC Branch) (Real Property Section) standard undertakings (the “CBA Standard Undertakings”).
14. CLEARING TITLE: If the Seller has existing financial charges to be cleared from title, the Seller, while still required to clear
such charges, may wait to pay and discharge existing financial charges until immediately after receipt of the Purchase Price,
but in this event, the Seller agrees that payment of the Purchase Price shall be made by the Buyer’s Lawyer or Notary to the
Seller’s Lawyer or Notary, on the CBA Standard Undertakings to pay out and discharge the financial charges, and remit the
balance, if any, to the Seller.
15. COSTS: The Buyer will bear all costs of the conveyance and, if applicable, any costs related to arranging a mortgage and the
Seller will bear all costs of clearing title.
16. RISK: All buildings on the Property and all other items included in the purchase and sale will be, and remain, at the risk of
the Seller until 12:01 am on the Completion Date. After that time, the Property and all included items will be at the risk of the
Buyer.
17. PLURAL: In this Contract, any reference to a party includes that party’s heirs, executors, administrators, successors and
assigns; singular includes plural and masculine includes feminine.
18. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES: There are no representations, warranties, guarantees, promises or agreements
other than those set out in this Contract and the representations contained in the Property Disclosure Statement if incorporated
into and forming part of this Contract, all of which will survive the completion of the sale.
19. PERSONAL INFORMATION: The Buyer and the Seller hereby consent to the collection, use and disclosure by the Brokerages
and by the managing broker(s), associate broker(s) and representative(s) of those Brokerages (collectively the "Licensee(s)”)
described in Section 21, the real estate boards of which those Brokerages and Licensees are members and, if the Property is
listed on a Multiple Listing Service®, the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service®, of personal information
about the Buyer and the Seller:
A.

for all purposes consistent with the transaction contemplated herein:

B.

if the Property is listed on a Multiple Listing Service®, for the purpose of the compilation, retention and publication by
the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service® and other real estate boards of any statistics including
estate board and other real estate boards;
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C. for enforcing codes of professional conduct and ethics for members of real estate boards; and
D. for the purposes (and to the recipients) described in the brochure published by the British Columbia Real Estate Association
entitled Privacy Notice and Consent.
The personal information provided by the Buyer and Seller may be stored on databases outside Canada, in which case it
would be subject to the laws of the jurisdiction in which it is located.
20. ASSIGNMENT OF REMUNERATION: The Buyer and the Seller agree that the Seller's authorization and instruction set out
in section 25(c) below is a confirmation of the equitable assignment by the Seller in the Listing Contract and is notice of the
equitable assignment to anyone acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller.
20A. RESTRICTION ON ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT: The Buyer and the Seller agree that this Contract: (a) must not be
assigned without the written consent of the Seller; and (b) the Seller is entitled to any profit resulting from an assignment of the
Contract by the Buyer or any subsequent assignee.
21. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: The Seller and the Buyer acknowledge and confirm as follows (initial appropriate box(es)and complete
details as applicable):

ct

INITIALS

A. The Seller acknowledges having,'rgei^ived, read and understood Real Estate Council of British Columbia
(RECBC) form entitled "Disclosui'presentation in Trading Services" and hereby confirms that the Seller
has an agency relationship with Lr _
Ryan Eagieton

/ Alan Eacjleton

who is/are licensed in relation to RE/MAX Sabre Realty Group

tLL

---- -INITIALS

(Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))
__________________(Brokerage).

B. The Buyer acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC form entitled “Disclosure of
Representation in Trading Services" and hereby confirms that the Buyer has an agency relationship with
Christine Siu___________ _______________________________________ __ (Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))
who is/are licensed in relation to RE/MAX Westcoast________________________ (Brokerage).

INITIALS

C.
The Seller and the Buyer each acknowledge having received, read and understood RECBC form
entitled “Disclosure of Risks Associated with Dual Agency" and hereby confirm that they each consent to a dual
agency relationship with
_________________________________ _______________________________(Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s))
who is/are licensed in relation to

_____________ ________________________ _____________ (Brokerage),

having signed a dual agency agreement with such Designated Agent(s)/Licensee(s) dated_______________ .

INITIALS

D. If only (A) has been completed, the Buyer acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC
form "Disclosure of Risks to Unrepresented Parties" from the Seller's agent listed in (A) and hereby confirms
that the Buyer has no agency relationship.

INITIALS

E. If only (B) has been completed, the Seller acknowledges having received, read and understood RECBC
form “Disclosure of Risks to Unrepresented Parties" from the Buyer's agent listed in (B) and hereby confirms
that the Seller has no agency relationship.

v— OS---
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22. ACCEPTANCE IRREVOCABLE (Buyer and Seller): The Seller and the Buyer specifically confirm that this Contract of
Purchase and Sale is executed under seal. It is agreed and understood that the Seller’s acceptance is irrevocable, including
without limitation, during the period prior to the date specified for the Buyer to either:
A. fulfill or waive the terms and conditions herein contained; and/or
B.
-ds

CV

exercise any option(s) herein contained.

AjCDOGUMENT. READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT AND INFORMATION PAGE BEFORE YOU SIGN,
23. THIS IS"A
%M,
24. OFFERYThis offer, or counter-offer, will be open for acceptance until 9.
o’clock p. m. on
July**
17
,yr. 2019
(unless withdrawn in writing with notification to the other party of such revocation prior
to notification of its acceptance), and upon acceptance of the offer, or counter-offer, by accepting in writing and notifying the
other party of such acceptance, there will be a binding Contract of Purchase and Sale on the terms and conditions set forth.

pn

— DocuSignod by:
(Imyv
WITNESS

Tai

Claire Tai
PRINT NAME

LB1A)SSa?43DB 174A4

X
WITNESS

PRINT NAME

BUYER

If the Buyer is an individual, the Buyer declares that they are a Canadian citizen or a permanent resident as defined in the
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act:
-----ps

Ye; 1 (

No

v----- -INITIALS

m
INITIALS

25. ACCEPTANCE: The Seller (a) hereby accepts the above offer and agrees to complete the sale upon the terms and conditions
set out above, (b) agrees to pay a commission as per the Listing Contract, and (c) authorizes and instructs the Buyer and anyone
acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller to pay the commission out of the proceeds of sale and forward copies of the Seller’s
Statement of Adjustments to the Cooperating/Listing Brokerage, as requested forthwith after completion.
07/16/2019

Seller’s acceptance is dated........... ...................................................... ,.................................. , yr.________________________
The Seller declares their residency:
NON-RESIDENT OF CANADA

RESIDENT OF CANADA
INITIALS

INITIALS

— Aufhonis
phti Mc£aum
X
WITNESS

as defined under the Income Tax Act.

S-?5-?7 PM POT

® ALL CANADIAN INVESTME1'

SELLER

PRINT NAME

SELLER

PRINT NAME

X
WITNESS

*PREC represents Personal Real Estate Corporation
Trademarks are owned or controlled by The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) and identify real estate professionals who are members of CREA (REALTOR8) and/or
the quality of services they provide (MLS®).
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APPENDIX D
Cushman & Wakefield
Letter Report on Altezza Property

Pacific Centre, PO Box 10023
Suite 700, 700 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC, V7Y 1A1
Tal
+1 604 883 3111
Fax +1 604 683 0432
cushmanwalcefieltl.com

CUSHMAN &
WAKEFIELD
June 17, 2019

John McEown
Boale, Wood & Company Ltd.
Licensed Insolvency Trustee
1140 - 800 West Pender Street
Vancouver, BCV6C2V6
Dear John,

Re: 4704 & 4712 Hastings Street - Analysis of Capitalization Rate Comparables
Below Is a summary of the past and ongoing marketing efforts for the sale of 4704 & 4712 Hastings Street, Burnaby.
-

C&W first listed the property on an exclusive basis January 8^, 2019.
February 2nd, 2019 the property was listed for sale on the REBGV’s MLS/CLS listing service
C&W created a high quality sale brochure as well as an online data room so potential purchases can review due
diligence materials (leases, addendums etc)
mid January we sent out an email marketing campaign to our Investor list (over 2100) recipients
February 8 sent out a ‘'commercial broadcast email" (via REBGV) to all commercial and residential agents registered
with this service Informing them of the opportunity.
4704 & 4712 Hastings was featured on page 2 of the March edition of the Western Investor magazine.
Altezza included In an ongoing monthly multi property email blast targeting approximately 1,000 brokers and
potential owner occupiers.

-

We have fielded & made numerous calls to/from both agents and Investors asking for more details on the property
BUT many of those calls are simply getting more details and not showing genuine signs of interest. We have
been actively following up with ail enquiries.

-

Original listing period on the REGBV MLS/CLS expired April 30th, 2019

■

Listing was renewed at the same price from May 1* until July 31*1, 2019

•

We have had zero offers on the units to date.

-

Feedback from the market (buyers and agents) is that we are overpriced/cap rate too high and that In order to get
traction from potential purchasers we need to re-address our pricing.

In determining an appropriate capitalization rate for the Subject Property at 4704 & 4712 Haetings Street, we have
conducted a market search for retail transaction that were sold based on a capitalization rate, We have tried to find sale
evidence of similar building size based on capitalization rate transactions, our limited findings are presented below;
igisroIBIIMBISSIIS
Corrij&tHt/u
Address
No.

City

Subject
Subject

St 1, 4704 Hastings Street
SL 2, 4712 Hastings Street

Burnaby
Burnaby

1
2
3
4

4717 & 4725 Hastings Street
7075 Kingsway
4101 Hastings Street
Unit 103-4601 North Road

Burnaby
Burnaby
Burnaby
Burnaby

Sals bats

Under Contract
August 2017
January 2017
May 2017

agtuffsi'
Pries

$2,200,000
$5,100,000
$4,100,000
$6,150,000

Building

Sq.Kt.
3,916
1,864
5,878
3,371
4,850
4,888
11,182

$/Sq.Ft.

$663
$1,030
$837
$551

_

„ .

Title

Year Built

Cap Rate

2012

-

Type
Strata
Strata

2015
2013
1958
1882

4.31%
3.50%
3.83%
4.20%

Strata
Freehold
Freehold
Strata

As Indicated In the table above, the Burnaby market for capitalization rate transactions reflects one firm and binding
contract, and three transactions from 2017.

It is important to note that we have Included title type of both freehold and strata due to the lack of capitalization rate
comparables on the market. Comparable 1 and 4 are both strata transactions and yield capitalization rates of 4.31% and
4.20% respectively. Comparable 2 and 3 are both freehold transactions and yield capitalization rates of 3.50% and 3.83%.
At the time of sale both freehold transactions were occupied by multinational financial institutions (Bank of Montreal and
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce respectively). Due to the business nature of financial institutes, It Is likely that a
long term lease is in place. It Is evident that the strata type transactions transacted at capitalization rates higher than
4.00%, while freehold type products transacted at capitalization rates lower than 4.00%.
Burnaby Retail market has seen a decrease In investment, with a large downshift year-over-year. With the lack of
evidence in the market it Is reasonable to assume an increase In capitalization rate and reduction on pricing Is required In
order to build traction in the market.
Comparable #1 at 4717 & 4725 Hastings Street Is the best comparable to determine the most reasonable capitalization
rate for the Subject. It would be the most recant transaction to occur, along with the same location and similar building
size to the Subject.
Based on the four comparables found, the Subject Is likely to achieve capitalization rates similar to that of Comparable
No.1 and No.4. Overall, we believe that the market will respond to a capitalization rate of approximately 4.15%, equating
to an asking price of $3,900,000 for the Subject Property.
Sincerely,

Kyle Wilson
Associate Vice President
Commercial Sales & Leasing
604 608 5941
kyte.wilson@cushwake.com

Craig Haziza !
CAH Realty Inc.
Vice President Retail
Commercial Sales & Leasing
604 640 5891
cralg.haziza@cushwake.com

APPENDIX E
Cushman & Wakefield
Listing Update on Sperling Property
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rmncg; proposal for real mCnCo ■marketing
located at 671b Hastings Street, Burnaby.

it would be our recommendation that If timing m not of the essence that she Vendor hold off on listing and marketing the Property unto
the City of Burnaby I.ochoale Plan ;s finalized or ol: least unto the policy framework is Known. With a finalized olan ana future density
confirmed purchasers can submit their strongest and highest offer because of the certainty of tne Development potential, as a resist
therefore significantly more likely to achieve the higher values of somewhere between $7A and $10 mAiorc assuming estimated densities
are achieved,
Cushman & Wakefield

Timing

Wo suggest going to the market unpriced. Vv'e will carry out a 'whisper' compmgn acknowledging :o our prospective purchasers our
understanding of the l ochdaie Plan unde’ review. We wA encourage ocwncsors to review the Property based on the speculative Suture
mixed-uso rcsidential/commercisl potential and density of 2.4 ro 2.8 PAR.

Marketing

To summarize ow opinion of value we arc confident In seifng tne P?or>eMy to a speculative purchaser who w;T pay somewhere oetween
the base line income approach value and the furore potential development value. zwd achieving a puce of approximately between' $6.5
million and $7.5 mililon.

Cur second scenario unde? the lane va'ue for development approach is based on fh-e potential vaCewdd after tne Cdfy of Burnaby
(..ocnclale Plan is finalized. The listing team leader Sean Ungemuch. mot with City of Burnaby Ceouty Director of Canning, tci Kozaw from
that meeting we understand the LochdiAe Urban Wage Plan is cuwent y under mriew 1 here is a reasonable WeA'ocd the oubiect
Property has trie potential for future redevelopment tc rmxeawse wvidendayconumewcar We estimate the potential to aefsere a dens ;y
oetween 2.4 and 2.8 PAR. in trie proposal we have included a development pro-forma for the potential scenario of 2.4, 2.6 and 228 CAP
Based on these valuations it Is our opinion tne Cwpemy conici have a value range of approximately $7./ to $MJ million. Mr. Rozas
confirmed completion of the review could take as long as two years arm Is subject to pcsfponernom ns the Council may oireot. f cat said
it. could also happen sooner but the process Isas yet to ccvrsmence public: consuitafmn.

We nave ado included two scenarios under toe And value for development approach, the firs; scenario w Lresec on owe;; value uung fne
current L.ochdale Community Plan designated zoning of C2 snowing for a future mixoa-uss swata for refsA/offcm based on a uAik of of
I his scenario in our opinion results in a ianet value wnge equal or dose ro the income approach of $5.5 rniilson to So muhon.

Our proposal includes two valuedon approaches: 1) Income Approach; and 2) mind value cased on development. Mao income aoproacm
to $5,3 million range, "This valuation ran go w spaced or the net
operating income of $190,463 and a capitalization rate range oetween 3 7013 Bird add 7 sole to hyp ca: real estate mvestors with known
potential future development.
in Repent monies we have seen a smmfwanf Decline n aevcicpment site sales thus pulh-'g upward
pressure on cap rates.

Potential Value

Cushman & Wakefield ULC ("Cushman & Wakefield" or "CSW ) is pleased ro present A
and accompanying opinion of value A regards to the disposition of me wax estate he
British Codimbia (the ‘'Property'5).

Introduction

6715 HASTINGS STREET

••saSiSiB"

Wa

RENT ROLL

$

Operating Expenses*
Hydro
Building Maintenance / Mech Systems

S

Net Operating Income

2Note. Operating Expenses are assumed to be fully recovered from the tenants

1 Note: A long term vacancy & structural allowance of 3% has been applied

$

Total Operating Expenses

&

3

s

$

$
$

Disposal

Insurance
Landscape ■' Snow removal
Management Fee
Contingency
Property Tax

s

Water / Sewer

$

$

Effective Gross Revenue (EGR)

194.463

97,200

1.200
4,500
2,500
2.500
6.500
2.500
10,000
1,500
66,000

291.663

(9.021)

$

General Vacancy & Structural1

-3Te

300 6<°4

$

97.200

Total Potential Gross Revenue

$

Expense Reimbursement Revenue
Operating Costs & Property Tax Recovery

203.484

203.484

97.200

$

Total Base Rental Revenue

Stabilized

Total Expense Reimbursement

S

Base Rental Revenue
Per Rent Roll

6715 HASTINGS STREET, BURNABY
INCOME STATEMENT - MARCH 1, 2019 TO FEBRUARY 29. 2020

INCOME STATEMENT

3.70%
3.90%

CAD RATE

VALUE (ROUND)

VALUATION SUMMARY
STABILIZED
BUILDING
VALUE PSF

Cushman & Wakefield

$6 miliion.

Based on the income approach it is our opinion 671b Hastings Street is worth between $5.b million to

SI 94.463
$194,463
$194,463

HHHHH

L

INCOME SUMMARY

I

4f~C OsTS
iCK “Nl S-L

LAND VALUE PSF 8UIL0ABLE

LAND VALUE (NET REVENUE LESS DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND PROFIT)

DEVELOPER PROFIT ** OF COSTS AND LAND

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS

TOTAL SOFT AND OTHER DEVELOPMENT COSTS

DEMOLITION & REMOVAL COSTS
GV£> S DO SEWERAGE FEES - VANCOUVER - COMMERCIAL
TRANSLINK DCC - COMMERCIAL - RETAIL
TRANSLINK DCC - COMMERCIAL - OFFICE
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT FEE
n ERIM F N4-NUN t ON
„ ri \ ■ , -c C^H-P"'
CONTiNGENCV/PROVISIONAL •§ % OF HARO & SOFT COATS

Zhi2\ FEr^ Pt^MTS 0P To-Aj
PC^EPT Tm<EA"i 'PiN_ CONwT^j

23.369 SQ.FT

OVERALL PSF

PSF

1* MONTHS

DEVELOPMENT WITH THE ENVISIONED DENSITY.

AND THE SITE BEING PHYSICALLY CAPBALE OF

ANALYIS IS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF REZONING

NOTE: FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY. THIS

' rfVMEP'-' L Rfc Alu
.CVVEA- _ * OFFICE

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION HARD COSTS

DEVELOPMENT HARD COSTS
COMMERCIAL-RETAIL
COMMERCIAL-OFFICE

NET REVENUE

SiuUlsG

COMMERCIAL - OFFICE
**C~AL
ES E

[ s.OMME^C'AL -

ITOTAl GROSS REVENUES

E^CE SALE PRICE 3ED Su FT

DEVELOPMENT REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS

NET FLOOR AREA:
COMMERCIAL- RETAIL
COMMERCIAL - OFFiCE
TOTAL NET FLOOR AREA

COMMERCIAL-RE. t AIL.
COMMERCIAL-OFFICE

TOTAL SITE AREA
TOTAL FLOOR AREA RATIO
GROSS BUILDING AREA

DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATIONS / ASSUMPTIONS

.

0.41 Acres

LT.ii ~*i_.

D 50
7 Vu
• y

1.3Q

FACTOR

18.003*

SMS

$76

$2,487,403
$5,722,000
$245

j
f

S8.096.907

|

-

$364 722 S
$1,787,331 |

$-

USD

$6 30y 57-

S16.897.440
:$591 410

$750

$8»n

S
;2.y4j i
21.931!

3 98 S
14 3c 1
23.369

ACTUAL
17.976
1 30
23.369

«

!

!

6 W0-*

l
=J

I

Eb i sMA 11
$2 67 PER SQ.FT

$270 PSF!

S27Q PER SO ~
S270 PCRCC “

$698 PSF

1CC% EFFICIENCY
FCP = *» " r

~.....
*

18.00°.o

$236

$5,510,000

$2 4*.Q 24'

$8,096,907

$1,787,331

$7 iHD
*YC_
o,:u.'i/ >• :>I.;
5369 722

'.'.c. -j'/i

$« 5CQ 57b

" - - 1 i

S16.638.586
•iSEaC 350)

S730

$800

A CAP;
12h-i3
21.931

8.988
14 33 5
23.369 !

ACTJAj
17.976
1 3D
23.369

....~......
T A<"

.

|

!
!

l

$254

$5,934,000

$2,525,383

$8,096,907

$1,787,331

$7 ic,n
53.:^ i Id
T702 7-.fl
$369 722

itfi2 TC«.

Sb 30* 576

S'7 ‘ct
15600 47-;

$770

8 988
■2 943
21.931

3 938
14 3c 1
23.369

ACTUAL
17.976
1.30
23.369

' 'y V‘c 3 "T T "

18.00° t>!

/V

DEVELOPMENT PRO-FORMA - MIXED USE STRATA FOR SALE RETAIL/OFFICE
BUILDING BASED ON A 1.3 FAR

~ i averages::-

SQ.FT
34,-54
S.953

G,;shr~;';n £ Wakefield

LAND VALUE PSr BUILDABLE

LAND VALUE {NET REVENUE LES S DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND PRORT)

DEVELOPER PROFIT % OF COSTS AND LAND

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS

TOTAL SOITT AND OTHER DEVELOPMENT COSTS

DESIGN. FEES PERMITS <"% OF TOTAL FARC COSTS'PROFERT--- TAXES DURING CONSTRUCTION AND SALE
DEMOLITION & REMOVAL COSTS
D6VB.OPWSK7 COST CHARGE - RESIDENTIAL (BURNABY 3CL - FARMLAND ACOJGTTO -L
SVS & DD SEWERAGE FEES - RESIDENTIAL
GVS 4 DD SEWERAGE FEES - COMMERCIAL
CAC - =-NAJVICiAL CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS AMENITIES
SCHOOL SITE ACQUISITION CHARGE
TRANSU-N>:OCC-RESIDENTIAL
TRANSUNK DCC - COMMERCIAL (RETAIL)
BUILDERS’ RISK INSURANCE - RESIDENTIAL : MARKET;
HOMEOWNER PROTECTION OFFICE - RESIDENTIAL 'MARKET2
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT FEE
INTERIM FINANCING ON CONSTRUCTiON ■ A“ 5CT OF HARD AND SO.~ COSTS'
cc\~ins=nc«'fr: .3 csa*.
g= hard * sd-t cdsts

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION HARD COSTS

DEVELOPMENT HARD COSTS
RESIDENTIAL-MARKET CONDO UNITS
COMMERCIAL - RETAIL

NET REVENUE

TOTAL GROSS REVENUES
REECEr/TAi. - MARKET CONDO UNITS
COWERCJAL . R—AIL
~C~AL DROSS FsEvENLE
SELLS'* *3 COSTS

43.142 SO.FT

OVERALL PSF

PSF

Da VOWS

2- MONTHS

DO SC F~

3

1S>0G*i

$374

SS3

7 CCtc
ET"
* *“* 112
Y.A~S
33' 84 PER SO ~ 2--C-S3
32 530 =ER ,*>’
$2 3 ' SSC SO F5 PEP SO =~
3-CD “Ec L7 “
S’ 23 =F= .K~
31.30 PER SQ.F”
5‘ 0T* =F‘=
“
S8C0 PER
"
5 CO%
5 DO®*
;

$286 PSF

S28G PER SO.rT
S27Q PER SO.FT

$665 PSF

PRICE POINT
56-37,500

89^ E^'CIEKC '
70C'~ E-F 7GT2

SS2S,5«S

18.00A*

$8,551,000
$201

$178
$189

$4,465,259
18.00S
$7,668,000

$4 288 133
54,376.S99

$3,160.(300

$3,823,457
$16,154*93

$3,823,457

sse 3,203
SI50 ODD
S ICO. ODD
3131 733
$124 320
52$ d*S
SO
52: 213
$0,432
S3 3*8
$35,350
$23 285
S9S3.D53
SS73.243
3"2'

$12,331,536

S3.604 774
S2.42S.75C

S23 271.752

$16,154,993

$3,823,457

$678

32c. 14 2.321
ST. 153 403
$30,333,421
iS'.oei 5"3:

$770
$300

25

2 95?
39.044

SC C5£

24 15A
8.6S8
43 142

,AC-JAL
17,976
243
43.142

$16,154,5*3

$R2 432
38 835
S35.30j
S2S.2S5
S563.D50
SS72..243
S-727.702

sc
521 2'2
S42 432
$2 $89
535 28C
52= 28S
S89S.C5C
S9~c 242
5727 702

SD'.D’S

SSc3 208
Sl53 C0C
SICO DOC
S131T53
SI24 82C
S22

$12,331,536

S12.331.53S
SScS.DCB
2130.x 3
SI CO.DC3
SIS*.753
$124,502
S33 3V3
S3

S2.-2e.-5C

$8.2:4 7~e
$2,423 73C

$?• SCMT****

$28,111,595

S28.SSi.S73

$652

521 340.787
$7 l'K'.-CC
$25,131,187
iSLD'K t22.-

$730
$800

?5

3C.05*
8.»S=
35.044

SL.c.54' :8C4
S7.-K.4Cj.
S2S.732.304
■:SLC^2.321i

$750
$S00

35

20.D5Q
8.8SS
33.044

34/54
8.538
43,542

24.154
2.839
43.142

' ^

2 4C

v 5C

2.AZ

43,142

24t

AND THE SITE BEING PHYSICALLY CAPBALE OF
DEVELOPMENT WITH THE ENVISIONED DENSITY-

AVERAGE D-sAJE *’R DE =£* SC,
= =SPEV AL MARP ET :ON!X ' N TS
AVERAGE GALE ='R:CE =£7 SO. =T COMMERCIAL - RETAIL

DEVELOPMENT REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS

number ofma-^et cc-kdo ai“$ nso

NET FLOOR AREA:
RES'-DENTIAL - MARKET COVDO UT;73
COMMERCIAL-RETAIL
TOTAL NET FLOOR AREA

residential

-MARKETCO.'-CO
COVVERCA-. - RETAIL

-O-Al =LCOP. AREA ratio

ACTUAL
17.S76

ACTJAL
17,378
2.43
43 142

--CTC-:
0.41 Acres

NOTE: FOR ll LUSTRATIVE PURPOSES 0NIY.TH1S
ANALY5 IS BA^PD ON THE ASSUMPTION OF RE-70NING

DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATIONS l ASSUMPTIONS

TOTAL SITE AREA

STWT T

DEVELOPMENT PRO-FORMA - MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT BASED ON 2.4 FAR

-Mst
xmtsmi

Cushrraa £ Wakefield

LAND VALUE PSF BUILDAELE

LAND VALUE (NET REVENUE LESS DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND PROFIT)

DEVELOPER PROFIT % OF COSTS AND LAND

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS

PSF

2~ MONTHS

2-4 MONTHS

46.73$ SO.FT

OVERALL PSF

DESIGN, FEES PERMITS OF TOTAL HARD COSTS'
PROPER--'TAXES DURING CONSTRUCTION AND SALE
DEMOLITION $ REMOVAL COSTS
DEVELOPMENT COST CHARGE - RESIDENTIAL -BURNABY DCL- PARKLAND ACOJIST'CN:GVS & DO SEWERAGE FEES - RESIDENTIAL
GVS & DD SEWERAGE FEES - COMMERCIAL
CAC - FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS AMENITIES
SCHOOL SITE ACQUISITION CHARGE
TRANSLINK DCC - RESIDENTIAL
"RANSLINK DCC - COMMERCIAL (RETAiLi
BUILDERS' R«SK INSURANCE - RESIDENTIAL ’MARKET!
HOMEOWNER PROTECTION OFFICE - RESIDENTIAL i'MASKETi
DEVELOPMENT MA.NA3EMENT FEE
INTERIM FINANCING ON CONSTRUCTiON 1 AT 50%. OF HARD AND SO“ COc“S
CONTINGENCY".1 PROVISIONAL g % C~ HARD & SOFT COSTS
TOTAL SOFT AND OTHER DEVELOPMENT COSTS

RESIDENTIAL - MARKET CONDO LN TS
COMMERCIAL - RETAIL
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION HARD COSTS

DEVELOPMENT HARD COSTS

NET REVENUE

RESIDENTIAL - MARKET CONDO LN TS
COWKEBCIAL-RETSiL
TOTAL gross revenue
SELLING COSTS

TOTAL GROSS R6VBNUSS

AVERAGE SALE =R*CE =ER SC-.=7 RESIDENTIAL - MARKET CONDO UNITS
AVERA-GE OAlE =*RiCE PER 3C..~ COMMERCIAL - RETAIL

Ogya^jEgREVENULMSU^PTIOKS

SQ.FT
37 ?»
S.SSS

AND THE Silt BEING PHYSICALLY C.AP8ALE OF
DEVELOPMEN1 WITH THE ENVISIONED DENSITY.

NOTE: FOR ILUJSTRAilVE PURPOSES ONLY. THIS
ANALYIS iS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF RFZONING

NvMS£R OF MARKET COKDO UMTS K SO. “ .£ AVERAGE S:Z£

TOTAL NET FLOOR AREA

RESIDENTIAL - MARKE~ CONDO UMTS
COMMERCIAL - RETAIL

NET FLOOR AREA:

SSSsDENTW. - market C0N3O
COMMERCIAL - RETAIL

GROSS BUILDING AREA

"0"AL =LOOR AREA. Ri-10

TOTAL SITE AREA

DEVS.OPHSWT SPECIFICATIONS / ASSUMPTIONS

20SC.r~

3 £C%

tea

18.60%

$374

$649

$176

S«7

$4,828,202

18.0044

$139

$9,296,000

$4,023,862

*4,128,091
$17,502,235

$4,128,091
St 7.502.235

$13,374,144

S-2.34? 254
30 -2c “-sc

$31.622,595

•ST 143 234’

5753247
5545 Ce-7
•>7S2 3SS

$8.210 000

18.00%

$677

$32,769 529

525.575 123
S7.1&0 400

$770
$800

S3? 5 15*3
S'S3 300
S1C3.DC0
S144 252
Si3T 253
S23.3*5
S3
$23,442
S^S.SSS
$5,359
32 S 353
S3 1 256
S”S3 94“
sws.oe?
S72S.353

S535 JVC
Si53 C0C
SI CO GDC
$144 see
3127 &5&
SD3 COS
SC
S23.A4S
343.2*8
35 &S8
535 CcL
-SSI 2S6

S‘C &47.3S4
5:
$13,374,144

$30,340,317

,si

$8,753,000

$“50 3^7
59*5 357
S78S.3S3
$4,12a:091
$17,502,233
54.725,942

SSTOttd

323 555
S3
522.445
593
35 5-55
S?V 3-22

S22S 193
S150 DC 3
S1CQ.DC3
Sl-%. 3f3
S1?7 955

7 03%
-zr

$13,374,144

$286 PSF

$30,981,456

S24.25D.342
S-.1K.-X
$31,440,743

$32,105,136
;S V-23.383i

$730
$800

S24.314 733

$750
$300

Ti

35

39

e.MS
42,208

42,208

32.22C

42.208

$854,500

e.&ee
46 738

32 ..222
S-9SS

46.738

46 73B

2-7 750

0.63

ACTJAL
17.S76

23 223
S.3SS

27 “52
2,v-Si

3? Tfo
5. S3S

313.947 3&i
S2.423.75C

$€63 PSF

S$20.50D

cec

46.738

17,576

2 53

AC-LA.

17,976

actual

S2QC PER SO.FT
S2~C PEP SC F~

$£37 500

price point

5*0

£&% EFFICIENCY

10C% EFFICISNCV

2 1C
0 5C
2 50

2 3C

=ACTOR

»Tf.::c
ESTsVvATE
S3 €4 PER SCI — GROSS
*2.530 PER L**..
S2 S? PER SO-rT
SPEP. S2.~
ScCO FEF v*. “
51.200 rER Uv~
S1.D0 PER SO.F31.030 PEP. LNT
SSCC PER «\ 5 00%
? C3%
5-02%

0.41 Acres

DEVELOPMENT PRO-FORMA - MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT BASED ON 2.6FAR

«ses»J2»*

c AVr.RA.3~ $C£

CWs.Wnan & Wakefield

LAND VALUE PSP BUILDABLE

LAND VALUE (NET REVENUE LESS DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND PROFIT}

DEVELOPER PROFIT % OF COSTS AND LAND

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS

TOTAL SOFT AND OTHB? DEVELOPMENT COSTS

2ES >N "EEo PERMITS * OF TC'AL HA=2 COOT .
AXES DURING CONSTRUCTION AND SALE
DEMOUTtON & REMOVAL COSTS
COST Ci-ARGS - RESIDENTIAL (8JRNAST OCL-PARKLAND AGO JOT] ON;,
3VS & DD SEWERAGE FEES - RESIDENTIAL
3VS & DD SEWERAGE FEES - COMMERCIAL
CAC - FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS AMENITIES
SCHOOL SITE ACQUISITION CHARGE
■RANStWK DCC - RESIDENTIAL
“RANSUNK DCC - COMMERCIAL (RETAIL)
RISK INSURANCE - RESIDENTIAL (MARKET]
PROTECTION OFFICE - RESIDENTIAL (MARKET)
DE'vH.CvPVE?->iT MANAGEMENT FEE
INTER*4 F.TJANONG ON CONSTRUCTION i.AT5C% OF HARD AND 30” COSTS)
COS'~iNG=K1CV?RC'VlS:CNAL -S % CV HARD & SOFT COSTS

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION HARD COSTS

EVELQFMSKT BARS COSTS
SESCEN"iAL - MARKET CONDO UNITSCOMMERCIAL - RETAIL

NET REVENUE

PSF

50.333 SQ.FT

OVERALL FSF

...

18.00%

$8,751,000
««

use

$4368,086
SS,347,000

S5,075,186

$d:432 725
$18,649,477

Sd.A32.725

su_. • .
$153 .COO
S1Q3.C0C
$15=764
S151.CV8
$23 &98
-SC
$25 662
S51 365
33 &S8
S42 80-*
324.242
SSDS -242
S1.3‘5 85(1
C76

$14,416,752

S' i *S$«C
52422 -$c

$32,569,039

$18,845,477
1600 A:

$647

SS8

S', DC* 17$
Si SO 3C3
S 102.303
S '5-3 ~e4
ST' .353
$22>
S3
325 532
Sc' 365
So 385
S42.3C4
$34,243
SSCc.5*S
S'.313.361
SS45.D7S

314,416,752

sn &33 252
S2 426.75C

533,271.233

S374

EST “A •” :o:
ESTIMATE
PER S3 ~C-RCCS
S3.530 PER vNT
S2 67 PER SO.”
S CEF 3 : ”
seco PER V"
SLCC-P-p
S1 30 PER SO”
S1.CDC
~
S53C PE8
'
5 22%
r. j-*i
5C3®%

$286 PSF

S230 PER SC ~
2270 PEF SC ~

$661 PSF

$33,750,300
;S VP's .250;

selling costs

C^-EgCLRt.RETRIt .

'CTAL gross revenue

saoo

$?S0

-3

S26 555.0OC

$620,500

warn-

>2.383
C.5SS
45,371

41 ,;VA5
e.vsa
50.333

17.S76
2 SC
50.333

ac~lal

S' ’K;.4CD
$34,477,968
■5-.2C5.725:

$750
$800

43

23 533
5033
45.371

-- 345
3 9iS
50.333

17.976
2 o;i
50.333

actual

-L-.2S7 503

RICE PQSWT
S637.500

4f£

3S% === c;=kc •
iC-CSfc ~F~ DIE’.:

JSC

2 3D

2 SC

FACTO8

RESIDENTIAL - MARKET CONDO UMTS

SQ.FT
A1.345
$.255

DEVELOPMENT WITH THE ENVISIONED DENSITY.

AND THE SITE BEING PHYSICALLY CAPBALE OF

NOTE: EOR ILLUSTRATIVfc PURPOSES ONLY. THIS
A MALY IS IS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF REZONING

AVERAGE SALE RR.CE PER SO,=T RESOE'-rtAL - MARKET" CONDC
AVERAGE SALE PRICE PER SG.” COMMERCIAL - RETAIL
jmAL gross avenues''

IMPDONS

o’? MAPi-ET COACC Jm L n 30

NgT FLOOR AREA:
R=S^D£'riAL - MARKE"" CONDO UNITS
COMMERCIAL - RETAIL
TOTAL WET FLOOR /

RESIDENTIAL - MARKET CONGO
-A;. « RE~'A i_

TOTAL SrTE AREA
.OCR AREA RATIO
S BUILDING AREA

DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATIONS ! ASSUMPTIONS

________

18.00%

$675

DEVELOPMENT PRO-FORMA - MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT BASED ON 2.8 FAR

$9,941,000
$198

*5,182,466

$1fi.e49.477

$4,432,725

$- 32 A 173
$153,303
21C3.3CO
SI 58 754
S151.DSS
S2S dy$
S3
$25882
Sc 1.355
$2,985
S42.9C4
$34,243
$303,843
S' 37S S&1
$549,376

S1d.416.752

S'l.ScS &S2
S2.42C.73C

$33,973,438

S2r, 315.23a
S7.IS3.4C0
$35,205,836
3 222 d-’

$770 |
$800

a-:-

25 232
& &S8
45.371

4 5 24;
8.&5S
50 333

ACTUAL
17.976
2 S3
50.333

$194,463
$194,463

Conservative

Optimistic
$5,250,000

$4,750,000

$5,000,000

Value

3.7%

4.1%

3.9%

Cap Rate

$5,500,000
$5,950,000

Conservative

Optimistic

$8,160,000
$7,668,000
$8,651,000

Base Case

Conservative

Optimistic

$9,296,000

$8,210,000

$8,753,000

2.6

$9,941,000

$8,751,000

$9,347,000

2.8

the density can be quantified and market factors remain unchanged or improve.

We recommend marketing the property unpriced through a competitive bid process. Through such a process, we are confident that
we will achieve our valuation range. If we commence marketing immediately we are of the opinion that value range will be
somewhere between the base scenario and future value-add scenario, resulting in a sale price of $6.5 to $7.5 million. If timing allows
marketing to start after the Lochdale Plan is finalized we feel achieving the highest range of $7.7 to $10 million is possible as long as

2.4

FAR

Market Value of the Property - Value-Add - Land Value Based on Future Development Potential

$5,700,000

Base Case

1.3

Market Value of the Property - Value Add - Land Value Based on Development Potential Current

$194,463

Base Case

NOI (2019)

Market Value of the Property - Income Approach Current Income

VALUE DETERMINATION

Cushman & Wakefield

Closing

Due Diligence

Offer Review

Marketing

Pre-Marketing

January

EXECUTION TIMING
March

15-30 Days

45 Days

February

April

30-60 Days

May

30-60 Days

June

available

• Coordinate access to due
Cogence infer m a tie n

Draft and approve iegai
documentation.

Cushman & Wakefield

Meet with the City of
Burnaby to confirm
potential land use.

' in-person meetings arid
presentations with
developers.

: Market the Property
without an asking pries,
but wit a, pricing guidance
reflective of the high end
of
preferred deni structure.

Reiease marketing
maloned to ou
proprietary list rtf
investors, developers and
agents as well as tire
broader market.

MARKETING

Deveico electronic and
orlnt marketing materials
(brochure) and password
protected on-line due
diligence weosite.

initiate the marketing
process by presenting
the opportunity to a
number of pre-quahfied
and well-capitalized
purchasers

party reports.

Di'Operty due diligence
material, including S'-'

Gather an

0

7^— PRE-MARKETING

EXECUTION PROCESS

OFFER REVIEW

to lire Vendor.

* jweoert toe seiected
offer(s) (Lette? of intent)

= croceeci to secondary
round of offering :f
sufficient demand

anaivsis for the Vendor.

" Offer sumrnarv and

:K-rf\
C?
DUE DILIGENCE

fVobr voth tire Veneer's
iegai counsel and raise
wen purchaser's
consultants.

fl
cH

chon .and
convey sale proceeds Le
the 'vendor

VVRSV CLOSING

Cushman & Wakefield

MARKETING TOOLS

:: on Cushman & Wakefield's website
r to ensure global reach.

Access to our online due diligence data room is granted to qualified prospective
purchasers upon signing a confidentiality agreement. The data room houses all
property details and reports and gives C&W the ability to achieve faster speed to
market, ensuring that ail material is kept current and accessible immediately to all
___ ... ______ __

Data Room

C&W Website

As a cniicai component of our marketing campaign, we wlii leverage our electronic
rness-rraiiinn platform to mquiaby reach thousands of key decision makers on a
tions of oiv marketing campaign.

HTML Marketing

Prepare and produce a rngh quality sales brochure highlighting the investment
value eh the Property nod the area. he markerng will be distributed to active
local, national and Internationa; investors and developers to ensure the broadest
distribution of ali marketing material.

Marketing Brochure (Hard Copy & E-marketing)

investors active in Metro Vancouver and o/ii! utilize their exceptional contac
through personal cats and electronic correspondence in order to ensure lire
Property benefits dom trie maximum possible exposure to the most likely
purchasers Cushman & Wakefield has a strong reputation for cooperation and
integrity within the brokerage community and we wit capitalize on this ’■eputation
to ensure that the Property receives exposure to not oniy our extensive hst of
clients but also those of competing brokerages. We will also leverage our
International network to ensure that the Property is marketeo to the broadest
possible audience of Qualified purchasers.

Tite Listing Team know and track hundreds of local and off-shore developers and

Leveraging Relationships

Our overai! tactics and marketing approach will be concentrated around targeting
developers and investors directly, while using our marketing toois and national
rretwork to ensure tnac the Property receives the broadest coverage.

m

2 offices (Vancouver &
Victoria)
120 employees

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

20 offices
600 employees

CANADA

120 offices
28,000 employees

AMERICAS

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD - A BRAND UNLIKE ANY OTHER

m.

RECENT TRACK RECORD

273 Lonsdale Avenue
North Vancouver
3,380 sfsite
Existing retail with strong income, designated mixed-use
level 4A (high density) up to 3.6 FSR
$3,75 million

Our fee Is strictly success-based, In other words, tnere Is no cost to the owners if our marketing efforts and advisory services do not result in the sale of the
Property.

Our proposed listing agreement term is six (6) months.

•

•

Cushman & Wakefield

Cushman & Wakefield proposes a real estate fee of two and one half percent (2,50%) of the sale price plus applicable taxes.

•

LISTING TERMS

